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INTRODUCTION 
 

The burgeoning study of Daoist ritual continues to capture scholarly attention 

as research moves from general descriptions and characteristics to evermore complex 

issues involving local communities and their endemic representations. While much of 

the Daoist Canon has yet to be studied at great length, local variations of Daoist ritual 

and practice offer an additional domain for serious study. Such a vast realm of inquiry 

in its interminable manifestations beckons further research and will undoubtedly 

reveal fascinating insights into Daoist practitioners, local pantheons, and the Daoist 

place in local society. The study of Daoist ritual, focusing on materials outside the 

Daoist Canon and facets of local ritual specialists, promises to be a dynamic area of 

research in the near future.   

The present thesis attempts to broach the fascinating, yet also daunting, area of 

local Daoist ritual studies through an examination of a particular type of ritual in the 

Daoist repertoire—the offering (jiao ). This ritual has long been a pivotal 

component of the Daoist liturgical program, possibly tracing its roots to Confucian 

ceremonies of the Spring and Autumn period.1 The sustained production of the ritual 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Lü Pengzhi differentiates between customary offering ceremonies (shisu jiaoli ) 

and religious offering rituals (zongjiao jiaoyi ), arguing that the earliest customary offering 
ceremonies took place in the Spring and Autumn period (770-ca. 445 BCE), while the earliest religious 
offering rituals took place during the Warring States period (ca. 475-221 BCE). According to Lu, the 
Daoist jiao originates from the sacrificial offerings of fangshi  in the Warring States, Qin, and Han 
periods. See Lu Pengzhi , "Zaoqi Daojiao jiaoyi ji qi liubian kaosu" 

," in Zhongguo Difang Zongjiao Yishi Lunji , ed. Tam Wai Lun  
(Hong Kong: Chung Chi College Center for the Study of Religion and Chinese Society 

, 2011), 19-21. Lü’s article responds to other scholars who have argued that the 
earliest Daoist jiao ritual took place in the Sui Dynasty (581–618). See Li Xianzhang , "Daojiao 
jiaoyi de zhankai yu ziandai de jiao ," Zhongguo xuezhi  5 
(1968). 
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in present-day Taiwan and throughout China demonstrates the perduring and 

indispensable nature of the ceremony, in part a function of its ability to renew 

communal bonds and generate prosperity and security in a process David Faure cites 

as “the embodiment of territorial community.”2  

This foremost ritual traditionally addresses the highest deities in the Daoist 

pantheon; however, with the recent publication of the Daofa haihan , a 

bountiful collection of late imperial and Republican era Daoist ritual manuscripts, we 

see new manifestations of the jiao ritual.3 In these offering liturgies, the focal point 

shifts to concentrate on numerous local deities, those that are often allocated to the 

realm of “popular religion,” an amorphous label often applied to Chinese religious 

practices, beliefs, and deities that do not fit neatly into the divisions of Daoism, 

Buddhism, or Confucianism.4 

This thesis explores jiao ritual manuscripts in the Daofa haihan devoted to 

Numinous Officer Wang (Wang lingguan ) [hereafter Wang], a marshal deity 

fit for the protection of temples and altars; it is in this guise that he is often depicted at 

the temple entrances or the periphery of main altars. From this expansive collection, I 

have selected two distinct ritual texts to investigate, both titled “Jiao Liturgy for the 

Numinous Officer” (Lingguan jiaoke ), one originating in Jiangxi  in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 David  Faure, The Structure of Chinese Rural Society: Lineage and Village in the Eastern 

New Territories (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1986), 80.                                                               
3 Lee Feng-mao , “Zhushen jiaoke shoulu shuoming” , in Daofa 

haihan , ed. Lee Feng-mao , Zhushen jiaoke zhong  (Taipei: Xinwen feng 
chuban gongsi, 2014), 1. 

4 For a discussion of the relationship between Daoism and popular religion, see John 
Lagerwey, “Questions of Vocabulary, or How Shall We Talk about Chinese Religion?” in Critical 
Readings on Chinese Religions, vol. 1, ed. Vincent Goosaert (Leiden, Netherlands: Brill, 2013), 77-87. 
See especially pages 78-79 for his definition of the category “popular religion.” He argues that the term 
“must be retained as a distinct category if we are to make sense of ‘Chinese religion’” (86). See also 
Phillip Clart, "The Concept of Popular Religion in the Study of Chinese Religions: Retrospects and 
Prospects," in ibid, 359-386.  
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1861 or 1921 and the other from Mulan, Hubei  in 1855 or 1915.5 Before 

moving to a detailed discussion of the liturgical texts’ contents and relationship, I 

outline the structure, goals, methodology, and limitations of the present thesis, 

followed by a consideration of the literature focused on Daoist jiao rituals. 

Thesis Structure 

This thesis is divided into two chapters, comprised of multiple sections, and 

bookended by introductory and concluding remarks. The first chapter focuses on the 

Jiangxi text. In my analysis, I consider the divine subjects of the ritual in an attempt to 

determine the primary beneficiary of the ritual offering. Despite confusing portions of 

the text that cite alternative deity titles indicating alternative beneficiaries of the ritual 

offering, I argue that the Jiangxi ritual offering is dedicated solely to Numinous 

Officer Wang. The subsequent section of the first chapter surveys the hagiographical 

tradition of Wang and his connection to Sa Shoujian , a Daoist ritualist of the 

Song dynasty that, according to sources, is said to have inspired Wang’s allegiance 

through his virtuous conduct. An assessment of hagiographical and liturgical material 

concentrated on Wang allows us to speculate on possible source material for the ritual 

text. The final section addresses the ritual process and the representative language of 

the text where I attempt to show how the author of the text seized upon traditional 

Daoist sources to compose a suitable structure, form, and content for the liturgy—the 

text shows tremendous innovation for its clever use of sources related to Numinous 

Officer Wang.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Neither manuscript gives the precise date, but indicates the year according to the sexegenary 

cycle with characters denoting a heavenly stem and earthly branch. The Jiangxi text is from the xinyou 
year ( ), while internal evidence indicates the Hubei text originated in the yimao year ( ).  
For the respective dates, see Daofa haihan, Zhushen jiaoke shang, 207 and 194. 
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 The second chapter seeks to devise an analytical approach to situating the 

Jiangxi text. In an attempt to accomplish this, I juxtapose the Jiangxi liturgy with the 

Hubei work and compare their language, representation of the deity, and ritual 

process. My methodology is admittedly exploratory, as well as limited in the sense 

that I eschew traditional historical sources (temple inscriptions, gazetteers, etc.) to 

instead focus on matters related to Daoist sources. Nevertheless, I believe this 

approach—contrasting two selections of a similar ritual—permits some important 

conclusions to central questions: How do the two liturgies parallel one another and to 

what extent? How is Wang envisioned in both? By what means might Wang’s 

portrayal be disseminated? What sort of connections might there be, if any, between 

the ritual traditions reflected in the liturgies? Do the liturgies in fact represent local 

ritual traditions? While it is impossible to definitively answer these questions in this 

abbreviated thesis, particularly given the sources at my present disposal, I hope my 

methodology might serve as a basic model to be expanded upon in future studies.   

Goals and Methods 

The primary goal of this thesis is straightforward—analyze the contents of jiao 

ritual texts previously unpublished and unstudied, and thus contribute to the growing 

body of literature regarding Daoist ritual and jiao. More specifically, I aim to continue 

discussion on the existence of the jiao in varied local settings, a conversation that will 

undoubtedly expand our notions of this kind of ritual. My study develops our 

understanding of jiao ritual in local contexts (Jiangxi and Hubei) during a time period 

previously unstudied.  

I hope to accomplish some corollary aims that are also tied to the import of 

this project. My thesis aims to address specific questions related to the jiao ritual that 

arise in the literature. How do these ritual texts reflect alternative manifestations of 
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Daoist jiao ritual, especially in juxtaposition to those in Taiwan and southeastern 

China that have heretofore been the primary focus of study? I do not mean to 

explicitly compare the ritual texts of this study, singular small-scale offerings, with 

well-documented jiao rituals of the magnitude of those in southeastern China and 

Taiwan—the comparisons would be largely irrelevant given the scope, duration, and 

ritual beneficiaries. A study of this nature, however, broadens our perceptions of 

offerings to Daoist and popular religious deities. We become cognizant of the 

multiplicity of representations that the ritual title ‘jiao’ may have encompassed, and 

our associations of the ritual do not immediately produce images of Taiwanese 

Lingbao �� jiao liturgies like those elucidated by John Lagerwey and Michael 

Saso.6 Jiao research has been predominated by studies conducted in Taiwan, Fujian, 

and the New Territories.7 There remains a great deal of variety in jiao programs 

where scholars have only begun to scratch the surface;8 therefore, it behooves 

students and scholars to scrutinize other geographical areas where the ritual has 

existed. Moving forward, it is necessary to consider local variance in the study of not 

only jiao ceremonies, but also Daoist ritual in general.  

This thesis, in focusing on ritual texts of the late Qing or early Republican, 

also expands our knowledge of Daoism across time. With the exception of the work 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Both Daoist troupes of the authors undertake rituals associated with the Lingbao  Daoist 

tradition; thus, some of their research on the jiao liturgy overlaps, in particular specific elements of the 
ritual process. See John Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and History (New York: 
Macmillan Publishing Company, 1987); Michael Saso, Taoism and the Rite of Cosmic Renewal 2nd 
Ed. (Pullman, Washington: Washington State University Press, 1990). Lu Chui-Kuan , within a 
meticulous discussion of a Taiwanese Lingbao jiao ritual process, elucidates the musical elements of 
the Lingbao ceremonies. See his Sanctity and Secularization of Taoist Ritual and Music (Daojiao yishi 
yu yinyue zhi shenshengxing yu shisuhua ) (Taiwan: 
Xingzhengyuan wenjianhui wenhua zichan zongguanlichu, 2009), 217-307. 

7 See the section titled “Jiao Research” below for a more involved discussion of this issue. 
8 Chang Chaoran  is the first to address this new collection of texts. See his “Zhuanjiao 

chouen: jindai Daojiao wei minjian xinyang suo tigong de yishi fuwu” 
, Xinshi xue  (forthcoming). While he focuses solely on two separate 

collections from Macheng, Hubei , his article also attends to the development of the jiao 
ritual in alternative collections.   
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by a handful of scholars—Vincent Goosaert, Liu Xun, Richard Wang, Mark 

Meulenbeld— the majority of Daoist ritual studies, particularly in Western languages, 

has focused on time periods up through the Song dynasty or encompassed 

contemporary ethnography.9 The publication of liturgical materials in the Daofa 

haihan opens new avenues of research for scholars of Daoist studies; thus this thesis 

represents a preliminary step in shedding light on Daoist ritual of the late imperial 

period.  

 An additional aim and point of significance in my study is its attention to the 

martial attendant Numinous Officer Wang. Lee Feng-mao ���, in his book Xu Sun 

yu Sa Shoujian: Deng Zhimo Daojiao xiaoshuo yanjiu ������������


�, has addressed this protective deity and surveyed the figure’s related methods 

and arts (fashu 	�).10 In addition, Judith M. Boltz and Florian Reiter touch on the 

hagiography of Wang and his connection to Sa Shoujian �� (fl. 1141-78?) in the 

deity’s related stories.11 Nonetheless, these authors do not address the divine figure’s 

ritual context. This thesis provides an example of Numinous Officer Wang as 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 See Vincent Goosaert, "The Quanzhen Clergy, 1700-1950," in Religion and Chinese Society, 

ed. John Lagerwey (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Chinese University Press, 2004); see also his, The Taoists 
of Peking: A Social History of Urban Clerics, 1800-1949, Harvard East Asian Monographs 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2007); Xun Liu, Daoist Modern: Innovation, Lay 
Practice and the Community of Inner Alchemy in Republican Shanghai, Harvard East Asian 
Monographs (Harvard University Asian Center, 2009); or his "Proliferating Learning: Quanzhen 
Daoist Activism and Modern Education Reforms in Nanyang (1880s-1940s)," Extrême-Orient 
Extrême-Occident 33 (2011); Richard Wang, The Ming Prince and Daoism: Institutional Patronage of 
an Elite (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012); Mark Meulenbeld, "Civilized Demons: Ming 
Thunder Gods from Ritual to Literature" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 2007). The above works 
are not meant to be an exhaustive list, but comprise a minute fraction of the authors’ publishing on late 
imperial and Republican China Daoism. These works, however, are representative of more recent 
substantial work published by the authors among a larger body of work.  

10 See Lee Feng-mao , Xu Sun and Sa Shoujian: Research on Deng Zhimo’s Daoist 
Novels (Xu Sun Yu Sa Shoujian: Deng Zhimo Daojiao Xiaoshuo Yanjiu ����	������
���� (Taipei: Xuesheng Shuju, 1997). 

11 See Judith M. Boltz, "Not by the Seal of Office Alone: New Weapons in Battles with the 
Supernatural," in Religion and Society in T'ang and Sung China, ed. Patricia Buckley Ebrey and Peter 
N. Gregory (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1993); Florian C. Reiter, "Some Notices on the 
"Magic Agent Wang" (Wang Ling-Kuan) at Mt. Ch'i-Ch'u in Tzu-T'ung District, Szechwan Province," 
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft 148, no. 2 (1998). 
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attended to in a ritual setting. 

Regarding methodology, Kenneth Dean underscores a number of approaches 

to the study of Daoist ritual—formal analysis, search for meaning, and 

social/historical context—all equally applicable to studies of jiao.12 In a similar 

fashion, Paul Katz outlines the levels of interpretation that scholars may undertake in 

exploring religious texts. The first—reading, translating, and analyzing the text’s 

contents—while essential to any study of Chinese religion, for him serves as a 

precursor to deeper concerns regarding the textuality of a work; that is, exploring “the 

processes by which they [the texts] were produced, transmitted, and understood.”13 

His admirable encouragements to move beyond simple translation and analysis point 

the way for all scholars of Chinese religion working closely with texts.  

This thesis aims to accomplish what Dean labels as “formal analysis” and 

“search for meaning,” objectives also in line with the first level of analysis that Katz 

indicates. I specifically attend to the discourse and imagery of the jiao texts and their 

relationship with the deities and ritual process. This thesis is, therefore, limited in a 

sense, as I do not endeavor to go beyond textual analysis. Nevertheless, in chapter 

two, based on evidence within the liturgical texts, I make a conjecture as to the 

possible means by which images and representations of Wang were disseminated, 

thus hinting at a preliminary study of Katz’s textuality. In limiting the scope of 

materials to Daoist ritual texts, I am unable to address the social and historical context 

of the liturgical texts due to the nature of these primary source materials.  

Some may also object that a study of this nature, devoid of context or 

fieldwork, or more importantly, in lacking any reference to ritual movements, falls 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 Kenneth Dean, "Daoist Ritual Today," in Daoism Handbook, ed. Livia Kohn (Leiden: Brill 

Academic Publishers, 2000), 674-675. 
13 Paul Katz, Images of the Immortal: The Cult of Lu Dongbin at the Palace of Eternal Joy 

(Honolulu: University of Hawa'ii Press, 1999), 10.  
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outside the boundaries of ritual studies; yet, contemporary ethnography is neither the 

goal nor the intent of this project—this is a ritual textual study.14 I would argue that 

we may still come to understand the import of particular rituals through a text’s 

implied thrust even without fieldwork. Moreover, research on ritual, need not fully 

encompass kinesthetic issues to contribute to ritual studies as a field—we learn a great 

deal from studying ritual texts, and in the case of historical studies such as this, 

careful observation of ritual movements is unavailable. Scholars must rely on 

discerning textual exegesis to unravel probable interpretations of ritual texts and their 

context, especially when the works are detached from their original historical setting.    

Cognizant of these limitations, I attempt to glean details of the jiao liturgies 

based on their contents. Through an analysis of the ritual discourse of the liturgical 

texts, I point out possible interpretations for the ritual process and movements. A 

comparison of two Numinous Officer jiao rituals from alternative locations also 

allows us to speculate at likely sources of Numinous Officer Wang beliefs. Textual 

exegesis here not only provides us with expositions of meaning, but also permits 

possible interpretations that suggest future research. As for the social and historical 

context of these Numinous Officer jiao rituals, much work remains to be done—work 

that I intend to pursue in the future. 

Jiao Research  

Numerous scholars have attended to the jiao ritual in their research, yet, as I 

argue, prevalent perceptions of this ceremony have been shaped by a predominant 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Stephen Bokenkamp responds to similar objections that his piece neglects the “actual ritual 

gestures" in favor of idealized descriptions, thus making his study not one of ritual. See his "Sackcloth 
and Ashes: Self and Family in the Tutan Zhai," in Scriptures, Schools and Forms of Practice in 
Daoism: A Berlin Symposium, ed. Poul Andersen and Florian C. Reiter, Asien- Und Afrika Studien Der 
Humbolt-Universitat Zu Berlin (Wiesbaden: Harassowitz Verlag, 2005), 34. For an extensive list of 
related questions in the study of ritual, many I am unfortunately unable to address in this study, see 
Ronald L. Grimes, Beginnings in Ritual Studies, Revised ed. (Columbia, South Carolina: University of 
South Carolina Press, 1995), 24-39. 
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focus on its manifestations in Taiwan, Fujian province, and the Hong Kong New 

Territories.15 Jiao rituals have been addressed in other areas across Mainland China, 

but much of this literature eschews formal analysis in favor of straightforward 

documentation; indeed, this literature beckons further scrutiny to supplement our 

understanding of jiao ritual.16 Other scholars have begun to probe the existence of this 

ritual in Singapore, but have yet to address it in such depth as the three locations 

noted above.17 The growing body of literature on jiao rituals points in the right 

direction; with continued research we might shed the dominant perceptions that have 

been molded by the preponderant influence of research on the ritual in Taiwan, Fujian 

province, and the Hong Kong New Territories. An exploration of related literature on 

jiao rituals will illustrate this prevalent trend.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 For studies of jiao rituals in Taiwan, see Liu Jih-Wann , Taiwan yanjiu conkan: 

Taiwan minjian xinyang lunji  (Taipei: Lianjing chuban shiye 
gufen youxan gongsi, 1983); Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual, 1987; and Saso, Taoism and the Rite of Cosmic 
Renewal, 1990. A representative example of jiao research on Fujian is Kenneth Dean’s "Field Notes on 
Two Taoist Jiao Observed in Zhangzhou in December 1985," Cahiers d'Extrême-Asie 2 (1985). For 
Hong Kong, see David Faure, The Structure of Chinese Rural Society: Lineage and Village in the 
Eastern New Territories, Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1986); He Ranpei , 
“Xianggang Xinjie Shatian taiping qingjiao de tese ji qi shehui gongneng” 

, in Zongjiao, shehui yu quyu wenhua , 
ed. Tam Wai-lun  and Li Gang  (Hong Kong: Zhongwen daxue chubanshe, 2003); Cai 
Zhixiang , “Cong namo shi chuandao daotan jingsheng” 

, in Xinyang, yishi yu shehui , ed. Lin Meirong  
(Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiuyuan minzuxue yanjiusuo, 2003); Lai Chi Tim , “Xianggang Xinjie 
jianjiao yishi yanjiu—daotan, daoshi, ji keyiben de lishi” —

," in Xianggang ji Huanan Daojiao yanjiu , ed. Lai Chi Tim (Hong 
Kong: Zhonghua shuju, 2005). See discussion below for more specific questions related to some of this 
literature. 

16 The “Traditional Hakka Society Series” collects numerous examples of jiao festivals and 
traditions. For pertinent examples from Fujian, see the related articles in Yang Yanjie , Minxi 
Kejia  zonjiao shehui yanjiu , “Traditional Hakka Society Series,” No. 2, ed. 
John Lagerwey (Hong Kong: International Hakka Studies Association, Overseas Chinese Archives, 
and École Française d'Extrême Orient, 1996); Yang Yanjie , ed., Minxi de chengxiang miaohui 
cunluo wenhua , ibid., No. 4, ed. John Lagerwey (International Hakka 
Studies Association, Overseas Chinese Archives, and École Française d'Extréme Orient, 1997); ibid., 
Dingzhoufu de zongzu miaohui yu jingji , ibid., No. 6, ed. John Lagerwey 
(Hong Kong: International Hakka Studies Association, Overseas Chinese Archives, and École 
Française d'Extrême Orient, 1998). 

17 See Wang Zhongren , "Cong Lingbao huangtan kan Hainan Daojiao zai Xinjiapo de 
chuancheng  ," in Xianggang ji Huanan Daojiao yanjiu 

, ed. Lai Chi Tim (Hong Kong: Zhonghua shuju, 2005), 515-527. 
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Kristofer Schipper was the first Western scholar to closely study the jiao. He 

advanced our understanding of Daoist ritual with his seminal work of 1975, Le Fen-

teng: Rituel Taoïste, by describing a particular ritual process carried out in the 

liturgical program of the jiao. Prior to that, the same author’s chapter “The Written 

Memorial in Taoist Ceremonies” examined a communal jiao held in 1969 in Southern 

Taiwan’s A’lian Village in Kaohsiung County and the significance of the written 

memorial in the ritual performance. His translation and commentary of the memorial 

shed light on the intricacies and concerns surrounding certain aspects of the jiao. 

Schipper’s work, focused on specific elements of the jiao, paved the way for John 

Lagerwey and Michael Saso’s encompassing, book-length pictures of the jiao in the 

1980s.  

The influential work by John Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society, 

constitutes the clearest articulation of Daoist jiao ritual and its fundamental elements.  

His analysis gathers together extensive fieldwork, liturgical texts, and personal 

experience, all supplemented by detailed notes from Master Chen Rongsheng , 

a prominent Daoist priest in southern Taiwan. Based upon a series of jiao rituals held 

in Taidong  and Tainan  in southern Taiwan in 1980 and 1981 with Master 

Chen presiding as the ‘Priest of High Merit’ (gaogong ), Lagerwey describes in 

astounding detail the series of rituals that comprise a complete jiao of Southern 

Taiwan. Michael Saso explores a separate part of Taiwan—Hsinchu  and 

Taoyuan  counties—to elicit a slightly different picture of communal jiao.18 As a 

part of Master Chuang-ch’en Teng-yun’s (Zhuangchen Dengyun ) Daoist 

troupe, Saso took part in the performance of jiao rituals, allowing for a rigorous 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Saso, Taoism and the Rite of Cosmic Renewal, 1990. 
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exposition of the ritual. Employing a comparable approach with Lagerwey, Saso 

details each rite encapsulated in the program to articulate its significance.     

Within his detailed explanations, Lagerwey outlines the principal structure of 

the jiao program:19  

Day 1  
1. Firing the Oil to Drive Away Dirt (fenyou zhuhui ) 
2. Starting Up the Drum (qigu ) 
3. Announcement (fabiao ) 
4. Invocation (qibai ) 
5. Flag-raising (yangqi ) 
6. Noon Offering (wugong ) 
7. Division of the Lamps (fendeng ) 

Day 2 
8. Land of the Way (daochang ) 
9. Noon Offering (same as above) 
10. Floating the Water Lamps (fang shuideng ) 
11. Invocation of the Masters and Saints (qi shisheng ) 
12. Sealing the Altar (jintan ) 
13. Nocturnal Invocation (suqi ) 

Day 3 
14. Renewed Invocation (chongbai ) 
15. Scripture Recitation (nianjing ) 
16. Presentation of the Memorial (jinbiao ) 
17. Noon Offering (same as above) 
18. Orthodox Offering (zhengjiao ) 

 
Although his exhaustive research reflects a particular location and a particular 

interpretation as performed by a particular Daoist troupe and its leader, it has often 

been presented as the paramount form of the jiao.20 Lagerwey also comments on the 

standardized structure: 

The program of a chiao [sic] is fixed by the Taoist priest in 
accordance with immutable standards, the main variant being one of 
duration…the same rationale underlies all such ceremonies, and they 
all follow the sequence of preparation-retreat-sacrifice. The sequence 
and also the time of execution (morning, evening, night) are all 
predetermined; the memorials preserved over the last two hundred 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual, 51-59. 
20 Michael Saso describes a similar jiao ritual structure, albeit with slight differences, that 

employs much of the same vocabulary to identify the specific rites entailed. See Saso, Taoism and the 
Rite of Cosmic Renewal, 53-57. 
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years, from both Taiwan and the mainland, as well as those preserved 
in the Taoist Canon, show that the system is very traditional indeed 
and virtually unchangeable.21 
 

Statements such as this reflect the presupposition that uniformity exists in the jiao 

liturgical program. Lagerwey was writing in the context of the source materials he 

was aware of and had access to, but as we will see below, it is necessary to qualify 

these assertions in light of new materials. For Lagerwey and Schipper, the Daoist jiao 

ritual program has been standardized for a long period; while this may be true for 

some parts of Taiwan and southern China, other notable ritual traditions, of which 

recent research has begun to address, provide interesting contrasts to the findings 

above.   

These two works—Lagerwey and Saso’s—have laid the foundation for our 

considerations of jiao, but I would suggest have also posed a barrier to further 

understanding. Because these two works were so groundbreaking and held in such 

high esteem, there has been little scholarly discussion over their contents until 

recently.22  Scholars have demonstrated clear similarities between Daoist jiao in 

Taiwan and Fujian; however, when the jiao identified in the two locations are taken as 

representative of the entire Daoist ritual tradition,23 this obfuscates our comprehension 

of the innumerable varieties that this particular ritual may encompass, and diminishes 

the significance of divergent expressions. Indeed, Lagerwey himself notes: “Every 

temple community has its own traditions, its own program of rituals for an 

offering.”24 If this is true, and scholars are becoming more and more cognizant of this 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Kristofer M. Schipper, "The Written Memorial in Taoist Ritual," in Religion and Ritual in 

Chinese Society (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1974), 320.  
22 See Stephen Jones, In Search of the Folk Daoists of North China  

(Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2010), 15-20. 
23 Dean cites Lagerwey’s jiao ritual structure but assures the reader that it represents a “typical 

jiao as performed in Southern Taiwan.” See his, “Daoist Ritual Today,” 675-676,   
24 Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and History, 63. 
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as more local communities are studied, then research findings should be limited to the 

scope of the specific fieldwork locale.   

On the one hand, Lagerwey and Saso take similar approaches in uncovering 

the intricate ritual complexities of the jiao and its philosophical and cosmological 

background; on the other, Saso departs from Lagerwey’s methodology to describe the 

perspective of the community, an essential role player in the ritual process that creates 

a festive atmosphere typically surrounding the central Daoist altar. Saso’s division of 

perspectives is pertinent to the study of the jiao. His presentation implies that there 

are two frames of reference for interpretation—Daoist priest vis-à-vis community 

member—and that, while the two reflect similar concerns, their understanding and 

emphases diverge.25  The end goal for both is communal rebirth and renewal, but the 

community doesn’t have access to the privileged knowledge of ritual movements, 

incantations, or internal visualizations. For Daoist priests, the festival and activity 

outside the temple have little to do with their role within as ritual specialists. The 

differing viewpoints may also reveal methodological approaches to studying jiao 

ritual, an idea I will return to below after further discussing the relevant literature and 

issues. 

Robert Hymes has also offered a convincing explication of two alternative 

frameworks, or understandings, of the jiao that may exist simultaneously within a 

ritual performance.26 He writes: 

Lay bearers of a model of direct human-divine relations and the clerical 
bearers of a model of bureaucratic divinity are each “resisting” the other’s 
power. The ways in which the two models end up coexisting in a single ritual 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 Ibid., 57; 100-101. 
26 Robert Hymes, "A Jiao Is a Jiao Is A ?: Thoughts on the Meaning of Ritual," in Culture and 

State in Chinese History: Conventions, Accommodations, and Critiques, ed. R. Bin Wong, Theodore 
Huters, and Pauline Yu (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1997); and his Way and 
Byway: Taoism, Local Religion, and Models of Divinity in Sung and Modern China (Berkeley, 
California: University of California Press, 2002). 
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grow precisely out of the different working out of this mutual resistance in 
different settings.27 
   

The interaction involves questions of power and subordination—do the Daoist deities 

and practitioners themselves, embodied in the bureaucratic model, subordinate the 

local deities and community members? In what ways do community members oppose 

this framework in interpreting the Daoist relationship to the community? The 

frameworks may oppose one another, but it’s not necessarily a question of hierarchy:  

[F]rameworks may instead take the form of different combinations, different 
proportions, of the two models: a framework here is an overall plan or view of 
how a particular ritual should proceed, why, and for whom or for what. Such a 
plan when conceived or when applied will allot opportunity for expression in 
the ritual to one or the other, or to both, of the models of divinity [author 
emphasis].28  
 

Hymes argues in response to other scholars, notably Schipper and Dean, that have 

pointed out the dominant role Daoist deities assume in subordinating the standing of 

local gods;29 indeed, the relationship is much more complex as Hymes notes. Hymes, 

in articulating the existence of alternative models of interpretation in jiao rituals, 

offers a further avenue of study. Understanding the various modes of interaction 

between the two models, variant upon location and circumstance, would be a valuable 

contribution to our overall understanding of the jiao. 

Kenneth Dean’s research in the Minan region of southeastern Fujian has 

demonstrated significant similarities with jiao festivals in Taiwan. In extensive 

fieldwork in Zhangzhou , he has uncovered comparable rites and ritual 

vocabulary—the daily audiences, the Division of the Lanterns, the Nocturnal 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 Hymes, Way and Byway, 246. 

28 Ibid., 251. 
29 Kristopher M. Schipper, "Taoist Ritual and the Local Cults of the T'ang Dynasty," in 

Tantric and Taoist Studies in Honor of R.A. Stein, ed. Michel Strickmann (Brussels: Institut belge des 
hautes études chinoises, 1985); ibid., The Taoist Body, trans. Karen C. Duval (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1993); see also, Kenneth Dean, Taoist Ritual and Popular Cults of Southeast China 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), 3-20.  
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Invocation, etc.30 The overall structure of the jiao ritual there mirrors that of the ritual 

program in Taiwan. Moreover, Dean’s research concerning jiao has directly 

contributed to the ongoing discussion of the interaction between Daoism and local 

cults in rural communities in southeast China and Taiwan. His influential work Taoist 

Ritual and Popular Cults of Southeast China attempts to show how Daoism serves as 

an overarching “liturgical framework” in communal rituals.31 In local cultic religious 

processions and festivals, he argues, Daoism provides the cohesive element for and 

sustains the cultic system of religious practice. Other scholars have objected to his 

arguments in pointing out that the relationship is more complex.32 Since the 

publication of his 1986 book, Dean has adjusted his stance on the interactions 

between local cults and Daoism;33 nevertheless, his research on local ritual 

communities and jiao celebrations has left an indelible impact on other scholarly 

work. 

By addressing aspects of the local community and their relationship to Daoist 

priests, Dean attends to the power dynamics in the jiao celebration among these 

participating parties. In the lead-up to a jiao, community leaders affirm their social 

standing as a result of their being intimately involved in the financial and 

organizational planning. Those members of the community who act as representatives 

in the actual ritual program affirm their elevated standing.34  Dean also notes that the 

celebration of jiao entails encounters with local government and a negotiation of 

communal autonomy.35 Schipper cites this same function of the ritual:  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30 Dean, “Fieldnotes,” 1986.   
31 Kenneth Dean, Taoist Ritual and Popular Cults, 17. 
32 Paul Katz, Demon Hordes and Burning Boats: The Cult of Marshal Wen in Late Imperial 

Chekiang, SUNY Series in Chinese Local Studies (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1995), 188-189.  
33 Kenneth Dean, "Local Communal Religion in South-east China," China Quarterly 174 

(June 2003): 338-351. 
34 Dean, Taoist Ritual and Popular Cults, 178-180. 
35 Ibid., 9 and 18.  
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The periodic chiao [sic] sacrifice is nothing less than the constitutional 
assembly of an autonomous state, during which the Chiefs renew their alliance 
and infeudation, and a collective covenant is made. This assertion of regional 
autonomy portends direct conflict with the central authority.36 
   

The discourse of hegemony, autonomy, and resistance has been a long discussed issue 

in Chinese religion framed in conversations of standardization,37 and it is notable that 

Daoist jiao ritual is drawn into the dialogue as a space and opportunity for opposition 

to state authority.  

Research on jiao rituals has entailed discussions of power relationships at a 

number of levels—communal participants, state and local authority, deities, but also 

Daoist priests. Lagerwey addresses the last in arguing that the ritual process reveres 

the Daoist priest as the eminent participant—“The presentation of the memorial, we 

might say, is the apotheosis—the glorification, the exaltation—of the high priest”38—

a notion that leads to the predominant interpretation of the jiao from the perspective 

of the Daoist priest. However, Hymes has convincingly shown that lay members 

contest this conceptual framework (bureaucratic model) put forth by Daoist priests in 

the ritual program. The exchange between ritual participants, Daoist and community 

members alike, state entities, and deities creates a sphere of negotiation where 

relationships and interpretations are resolved; however, the process by which power 

dynamics, or conflicting standpoints, are worked out may be substantially different 

across local settings.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36 Schipper, “The Written Memorial,” 324.  
37 See James L. Watson, "Standardizing the Gods: The Promotion of T'ien Hou ("Empress of 

Heave") Along the South China Coast, 960-1960," in Popular Culture in Late Imperial China, ed. 
Andrew J. Nathan David Johnson, and Evelyn S. Rawski (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
198), 292-324; Michael Szonyi, "The Illusion of Standardizing the Gods: The Cult of the Five 
Emperors in Late Imperial China," The Journal of Asian Studies 56, no. 1 (Feb. 1997): 113-135; Paul 
Katz, "Orthopraxy and Heteropraxy Beyond the State: Standardizing Ritual in Chinese Society," 
Modern China 33, no. 1 (2007): 72-90; James L. Watson, "The Structure of Chinese Funerary Rites: 
Elementary Forms, Ritual Sequence, and the Primacy of Performance," in Death Ritual in Late 
Imperial and Modern China, ed. James L. Watson and Evelyn S. Rawski (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1988), 3-19; Evelyn S. Rawski, "A Historian's Approach to Chinese Death Ritual," 
ibid., 20-34. 

38 Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual, 164. 
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Jiao research has also contributed to discussions of the distinctions between 

Daoist priests and local ritual specialists. While addressing the significance of written 

memorials in a jiao ritual program, Schipper argues that the distinguishing factor in 

Taiwan between a Daoist Master (daoshi ) and a Master of Rites (fashi ), a 

ritual specialist often associated with exorcist ritual aims, is the presentation of 

written memorials, the former placing great significance on the act. Lin Zhenyuan

 also finds the performance of jiao as an aspect that differentiates Daoist priests 

and shigong  in Zhaoan  located in Fujian province.39 In other locations, 

Buddhist priests or nuns play a significant role in the presentation of a jiao alongside 

Daoist priests, or in other cases, are the sole religious practitioner in the process.40  

More recently, scholars have begun to examine local communities in parts of 

Northern China and have elucidated religious practices comparable with jiao rituals, 

yet divergent in characteristic ways. David Johnson explores rituals held during lunar 

new year celebrations in northeastern Shanxi province, as well as sai , large-scale 

communal temple festivals, in southeastern Shanxi.41 Particular elements—“opera, 

processions from village to village, prodigious food offerings, temporary structures 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39 Lin Zhenyuan , "Fujian Zhaoan de Daojioa chuantong yu yishi fenlei” 

, in Zhongguo difang zongjiao yishi lunji , ed. Tam Wai 
Lun  (Hong Kong: Chung Chi College Center for the Study of Religion and Chinese Society 
August 2011), 301-323. 

40 For an example of a jiao led by Buddhists, see Zhong Jinlan , “Jiangle xian guyong 
zhen dataocun minzu diaocha” , in Minxibei de minzu zhongjiao yu 
shehui , ed. Yang Yanjie 彥 , “Traditional Hakka Society Series”, vol. 
11 (Hong Kong: International Hakka Studies Association, Overseas Chinese Archives, and Ecole 
Française d’Extrême-orient 2000), 273–319. For an example of Daoist/Buddhist cooperation, see 
Zhangjie , “Zijin xian Qinjiang liuyu minzu” , in Meizhou Heyuan diqu de 
cunluo wenhua , ed. Fang Xuejia , “Traditional Hakka Society 
Series,” vol. 5 (Hong Kong: International Hakka Studies Association, Overseas Chinese Archives, and 
Ecole Française d’Extrême-orient, 1997), 442–60. Lagerwey discusses ritual specialists of differing 
religions and their relation to jiao in his “Questions of Vocabulary,” 82-86. See the section titled 
“Ritual Categories.”  

41 David Johnson, Spectacle and Sacrifice: The Ritual Foundations of Village Life in North 
China (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Asia Center, 2009). 
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built just for the jiao, and total community engagement”42—reflect the commonalities 

between northern sai and southeastern jiao. Despite these apparent similarities, the 

two celebrations reveal categorical differences in their ritual program, cosmology, and 

ritual specialists. For example, Daoist priests are noticeably absent from sai 

celebrations that instead rely on local ritual specialists. Johnson is quick to note that 

any ostensible overlap may merely be “superficial structural similarities” and that 

commonalities tend to be “those things, such as processions, theatricals, and feasting, 

that were in the hands of the people at large.”43 In this case, we may not be seeing jiao 

rituals in Shanxi, but a shared cultural fabric among Chinese local communities. Lin 

Ching-chih  has also explored ritual communities along the Grand Canal 

between Shandong and Jiangsu that share a common ritual vocabulary with jiao 

offerings.44 While this research may not be directly related to expositions on Daoist 

jiao, its significance, though, lies its capacity to expand our conceptions of local 

communal rituals that involve offerings, widespread participation, and ritual 

specialists.  

Stephen Jones has proposed a reconsideration of jiao research in light of his 

findings in northern China. Noting the underlying structural similarities between 

northern and southern jiao traditions, he cautions that southern jiao ritual 

vocabulary—the three audiences (sanchao 	 ), presentation of the memorial 

(jinbiao ), and division of the lamps (fendeng )—is absent from northern 

jiao celebrations.45  Northern Daoist troupes employ an alternative ritual vocabulary 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 Ibid, 314. 
43 Ibid., 314-315. 

44 Lin Ching-chih , “Floating Gods, Ghosts, and Ancestors: Boat People’s Mobile 
Pantheon and Ancestral Hall in North China” (presentation, International Conference on Scriptural 
Daoism and Local Religion, National Chengchi University, Taipei, Taiwan, July 11-12, 2013).  

45 Stephen Jones, In Search of the Folk Daoists of North China, 16. 
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to describe the various rites. He finds that despite the existence of “jiao pockets,” 

isolated regions where the ritual is enacted, the ritual is less common than in 

southeastern China and Taiwan.46 The study of jiao might move in an alternative 

direction to consider other pertinent issues where Jones “suggest[s] we stop using 

southeast China as a template: rather than asking why jiao and gongde are so rare in 

north China, perhaps we might ask why they are so common in Fujian and Taiwan.”47 

As more local manifestations of jiao ritual, or similar ritual programs and 

celebrations, are elucidated, we will continue to build upon our understanding of 

offering rituals in Chinese religion.  

Jones’ questions belie other critical issues in jiao reasearch: Why does one 

hold a jiao? In Taiwan and Fujian, where the jiao is so prevalent, what are the 

underlying motivations? Contemporary fieldwork has revealed communal 

motivations—a regularized routine of rebirth and renewal—in a great many 

locations;48 however, as Hymes has argued, there may be alternative personal 

motivations at work.49 The prevalence of jiao held for local deities has been well 

documented in contempary southern China in Hakka regions.50 We see similar local 

motivations in sources of the Daofa haihan, an important facet of the works that 

Chang highlights in his exploration of Macheng, Hubei. He terms this kind of Daoist 

jiao, dedicated to local deities in honor of their birthdays or attainment of the Dao, as 

an essential part of the “ritual service” that Daoist priests might offer a community.51 

With the new resources of the Daofa haihan, where we see an overabundance of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

46 Ibid., 207. 
47 Ibid., 19. 
48 See K. M. Schipper, “The Written Memorial”; Faure, The Structure of Chinese Rual 

Society; Dean, Taoist Ritual and Popular Cults. 
49 Hymes, Way and Byway, 206-260. See also Chang, “Chuanjiao chouen,” (forthcoming). 

Here he cites the possibility that a text from Macheng, the Laolang jiaoke , may have been 
composed to hold a jiao ritual for a private family.  

50 John Lagerwey, China: A Religious State, (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Univesity Press, 2010), 
96-105, 128-137.  

51 Chang, “Chuanjiao chouen,” (forthcoming).  
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offerings dedicated to local and popular religious deities, it will be privotal to explore 

the various motivations behind these works. Why submit an offering to deities of 

inconsequential standing (that is, compared with the highest deities of the Daoist 

pantheon)? Is it, as Hymes has suggested, motivated by lay interpretations or are there 

other factors at work? Nevertheless, in working with ritual manuscripts, the extent to 

which these motivations for the ritual can be ascertained is limited; because they may 

not be explicit, one must infer a great deal. Other source material, such as local 

gazetteers and literati writings ought be reviewed to potentially corroborate any 

findings in the manuscripts regarding ritual impetus. It will be imperative going 

forward to continue to pose these questions to reveal the motivations behind this 

complex ritual program. 

The examination of invocations to deities over the course of the ritual may 

also offer an additional fruitful line of research. Comparing the registers would 

undoubtedly highlight local variations and reflect the complex relationship between 

Daoist deities and local gods, thus continuing the ever-present conversation of a 

“Daoist liturgical framework” first posed by Dean.52 In the texts that I examine within 

this thesis, we do find traces of this “liturgical framework” in the invocations to the 

various deities and the structural elements of the offering ritual.53  

Of course, this kind of approach is not without its shortcomings. If we accept 

the standpoint of both Saso and Hymes—there are differing interpretations within a 

jiao ritual, that is Daoist and communal or personal—then, limiting our study to ritual 

manuscripts would shade our understanding toward the Daoist perspective. The lively 

activity outside the main altar during jiao rituals —processions, spirit mediums, feasts 

or banquets, etc.—would be absent from such an analysis. Moreover, because Daoist 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
52 Dean, Taoist Ritual and Popular Cults, 13-19 
53 I address these issues in depth below, but see also Chang, “Chuanjiao chouen,” 76-84.   
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priests or ritual specialists compose these ritual manuscripts, the texts inevitably 

reflect a specific perspective, possibly one among many in the context of the entire 

celebration. Examining ritual manuscripts is imperative to understand the ritual 

process and its essential aspects; however, it is also important to acknowledge the 

inherent limitations of such an approach.  

As I have indicated above, Dean’s work highlights a number of approaches to 

the study of Daoist ritual—formal analysis, search for meaning, or social and 

historical context. 54 All are equally applicable to future studies of jiao rituals, and 

have also been pursued in past literature. Lagerwey and Schipper employed the first 

two approaches in their meticulous studies, whereas others, such as Dean and Faure, 

have tended toward the latter, utilizing ethnographic modes to highlight the 

relationship between the ritual and society at large.55 Hymes demonstrates how 

studies of the jiao may transcend these kinds of analytical divisions—he attempts to 

describe the meaning of the ritual for its participants, both Daoist and lay alike, within 

the nexus of its social and historical context. Research approaches often coincide with 

the kinds of source material that scholars address. For example, as I have discussed 

above, the study of Daoist ritual through the lens of liturgical manuals is inherently 

restrictive in that it often eschews considerations of social and historical context. 

These issues notwithstanding, Dean’s outline for the study of Daoist ritual provides a 

valuable analytical framework moving forward.  

Study of communal jiao festivals has spanned methodological boundaries. 

Historical approaches have illuminated the origins and development of the jiao, 

tracing its roots throughout textual sources.56 Ethnographies, like those in the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
54 Dean, “Daoist Ritual Today,” 674-675.   
55 See Faure, The Structure of Chinese Rural Society, 80-86; and Dean, Taoist Ritual and 

Popular Cults. See specifically 14-19, 50-53, 178-176.  
56 Lu, “A Consideration.”  
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“Traditional Hakka Society Series,” offer penetrating descriptions of local jiao 

traditions and reflect the distinct characteristics of localities across southern China in 

Fujian, Guangxi, Guangdong, Zhejiang, and Jiangxi provinces. Employing an 

ethnographic mode of study, Taiwanese scholar Liu Jih-Wann  has done 

extensive work in northern Taiwan to document jiao festivals.57 Western scholars, 

such as Schipper, Lagerwey, and Saso, have tended toward philological methodology, 

translating and referencing extensive works in the Daoist Canon in order to ascertain 

the contents and meaning of the ritual process. Research from disparate fields will 

only continue to enhance our understanding of this fascinating ritual.  

The question remains: How does one begin to grasp the meaning and 

significance of such a complex, variegated ritual program formulated throughout 

Chinese history? As I have outlined above, much work has been done on jiao rituals 

in Taiwan, Fujian, and the Hong Kong New Territories. We must disassociate our 

conceptions of jiao rituals with those seen primarily in these regions. If the 

vocabulary and structure of jiao remains entrenched in these models and conceived as 

the predominant form, such a situation will continue to misconstrue our perception of 

the ritual offering. There remains a great deal of variety in jiao programs where 

scholars have only begun to scratch the surface. Going forward, it is imperative to 

consider the variety of local manifestations of the jiao across Mainland China, their 

historical roots, and their social context. Only then, will we as scholars and students 

have developed a more defined picture of jiao. This thesis presents a step in that 

direction.   

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
57 Liu, Taiwan yanjiu conkan: Taiwan minjian xinyang lunji. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

THUNDEROUS JIAO:  

A LOCAL JIAO LITURGY OF JIANGXI  

 

 The following analysis concentrates on a manuscript titled “Jiao Liturgy for 

the Numinous Officer” (Lingguan jiaoke ) [hereafter Lingguan jiaoke]  

dated to the xinyou year (xinyou nian ), either 1861 or 1921. Transcribed by Li 

Yongsheng , the ritual manual originates in Jiangxi province and is the sixth 

selection of a larger manual of the Pure Tenuity branch (Qingwei pai ) 

comprised of ten distinct ritual texts.58 Through an examination of the deities, ritual 

structure, and textual references, we find a unique coalescence of elements that 

provides a counterpoint to general conceptions of what constitutes a jiao ritual, 

prevalent within the literature outlined in the previous section. The particular period 

in which the ritual manual was produced, the late Qing dynasty or early Republican 

era, has received scant attention in the field of Daoist ritual studies, a fact that 

warrants further research contributions in order to deepen our understanding of the 

contours of Daoist ritual in the period. 

Liturgical Manual Deities: Three or One? 

At first glance, the Lingguan jiaoke ostensibly focuses on three offerings to 

three distinct deities, a situation quite curious given the title of the liturgy. Yet, when 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
58 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke , in Daofa haihan , ed. Lee Feng-mao 

, Zhushen jiaoke shang  (Taipei: Xinwen feng chuban gongsi, 2014), 207-217. 
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we carefully consider the text’s contents, we discover that the liturgical manual is 

indeed dedicated to a single deity—Leisheng puhua tianzun , an 

alternative name for Numinous Officer Wang that, I would argue, aligns with local 

stories and appellations in this particular Jiangxi region.  

The first benefaction in the text is presented to Leisheng puhua tianzun 

, which at first seems to indicate the deity responsible for revealing the 

Precious Scripture of the Jade Pivot of the Celestial Worthy of the Resonant 

Primordials of the Nine Heavens whose Thunderous Sounds Universally Transform 

(Jiutian yingyuan leisheng puhua tianzun yushu jing 

). Puhua tianzun occupied a firm place within the Divine Empyrean (Shenxiao 

) tradition throughout the Song dynasty, ruling over the bureaucratic realm of the 

Jade Empyrean (Yuxiao ).59 The role and status of Puhua tianzun continued to 

grow with Bai Yuchan’s  (1194–1229?) commentary on the Scripture of the 

Jade Pivot (Jiutian yingyuan leisheng puhua tianzun yushu baojing jizhu 

); thereafter, the deity’s standing within the Divine 

Empyrean pantheon, as one of the Nine Monarchs (jiu chen ), and the developing 

Thunder tradition was solidified.60 However, the evidence provided by materials 

associated with Wang demonstrates that the title in fact applies to Numinous Officer 

Wang, albeit one connected with local traditions.   

Within the jiao text, Numinous Officer Wang is referred to as Taiyi leisheng 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

59 DZ 16, 1a-2b.  
60 On Bai Yuchan , see Li, Shenxiao leifa, 74-93; see also Boltz, A Survey of Daoist 

Literature, 176-179 for a brief explanation of Bai’s impact on the Thunder tradition; and Judith 
Berling, "Channels of Connection in Sung Religion: The Case of Pai Yu-Ch'an," in Religion and 
Society in T'ang and Sung China, ed. Patricia Buckley Ebrey and Peter Gregory (Honolulu: University 
of Hawai'i Press, 1993), 307-334. For Bai’s commentary on the Jiutian yingyuan leisheng puhua 
tianzun yushu baojing, see DZ 99. 
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puhua tianzun , an additional title that the author of the text or 

local residents were more familiar with. 61 In contrast, an alternative version of the 

“Precious Declaration,” contained in the “Scripture for the Evening Altar Merit 

Session of the Most High Profound Gate” (Taishang xuanmen wantan gongke jing 

) [hereafter “Wantan gongke jing”] in the Essentials of the Daoist 

Canon (Daozang jiyao ) provides an extended title—Huoluo mengli sanwu 

huoju taiyi leishen yinghua tianzun .62  We 

also see Wang referred to as Taiyi leisheng yinghua tianzun   in 

the “Scripture for the Morning Altar Merit Session of the Most High Profound Gate”” 

(Taishang xuanmen zaotan gongke jing )  [hereafter “Zaotan 

gongke jing”] of the Daozang jiyao.63 Both titles in the Daozang jiyao, indicated by 

similar characters, capture Wang’s characteristic nature as a Thunder deity that freely 

manifests himself in response to summons, a prevalent notion within the deity’s 

hagiography that we will turn to later.  

Additional sources represent this association with Wang. Among the vast 

digitized collection of morality books (shanshu ) and precious volumes (baojuan 

) compiled under the auspices of Taiwan’s National Digital Archives Program 

and Nanya Institute of Technology’s Information Management Department, a work 

entitled the Combined Volumes of Precious Scriptures on Various Sacred Figures 

(Liesheng baojing hece ) stands out for its inclusion of the “True 

Scripture on the Freely Descending Numinous Officer of Efficacious Response” 

(Huoluo lingguan lingying zhenjing ). The compendium, of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
61 Ibid. 
62 DZJY 263.2, 7a-b.  
63 See pages 47-48 below.  
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unknown origin and authorship, also includes additional texts dedicated to traditional 

Daoist deities, most notably two devoted to Lu Dongbin  honored as Imperial 

Lord, Savior of the Needy (Fuyou dijun ). The content of the “Huoluo 

lingguan lingying zhenjing,” dedicated to Numinous Officer Wang, primarily 

corresponds with the Taishang yuanyang shangdi wushi tianzun shuo huojun wang 

lingguan zhenjing , a text preserved 

within the Daoist Canon from which large portions of the morality book are lifted 

verbatim.64 It is within this text that we also find a similar title afforded Wang as in 

the jiao liturgical text—Wang tianjun chanjiao zongshi taiyi leisheng yinghua fugui 

datianzun .65 Here, the deity is 

recognized as Celestial Lord Wang (Wang tianjun ), an alternative name for 

the celestial figure, but the association with “Thunderous Sounds” and “Resonant 

Transformations” remains.    

Although analogous, a glaring discrepancy between the title recorded in the 

jiao text and those of the Daozang jiyao and morality book sources still remains— 

Why the addition/alteration to puhua ? Although unlikely, it is possible that the 

transcriber made a simple transcription error when writing the text, particularly 

because Puhua tianzun, the head of the Jade Empyrean, and Wang’s title are so 

similar. But something more suggests both deities carry the same title, at least in 

Hubei. Held in Taipei, a recent museum exhibition centered on the Daoist history of 

Wudang Mountain (Wudang shan ) featured ritual paraphernalia, deity statues, 

and scroll paintings among a variety of Daoist artifacts. An accompanying manual, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

64 See DZ 1443. This canonical text will be discussed at length below.  
65 "Huoluo lingguan lingying zhenjing" , in Liesheng baojing hece 

, Shanshu baojuan shuwei dianzang jihua  (National Digital Archives 
Program and Nanya Institute of Technology Information Management Department, 2 June 2011), 66.  
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printed to explain various portions of the exhibit, contains a reference to Numinous 

Officer Wang citing the fact that the deity is often known among the populace as 

Jiutian yingyuan leisheng puhua tianzun .66 With the 

exception of the first four characters, the title corresponds with that recorded in the 

offering text. Of the numerous sources I have surveyed pertaining to Wang, this is the 

singular instance of his equation with Leisheng puhua tianzun. Interestingly, the 

section of the exhibition manual on Wang was heavily edited in a later edition and the 

reference to this particular title removed for unspecified reasons. The notion that this 

appellation is well known among the people, yet still employed within a ritual 

authored and held by a Daoist priest, hints at the significant impact that popular 

beliefs and customs had upon these new forms of jiao. As Chang Chaoran argues, 

Daoist priests in Macheng, Hubei utilized traditional elements of jiao rituals, but 

integrated local popular beliefs and stories within a Daoist framework. 67 Here, we 

find a similar practice where an ostensibly popular form of the deity’s title, not 

recorded in traditional Daoist sources, appears within a Daoist ritual.  

Additionally, we must also consider the relationship between the title and the 

beneficiary of the offering. In the Daofa haihan, the diversity of deities to which jiao 

are devoted is astounding—yet, they share a commonality; that is, the titles record the 

principal recipient of the offering. Thus, it would be unlikely that this text would be 

titled “Jiao Liturgy for the Numinous Officer” (Lingguan jiaoke ) , but be 

dedicated to a different deity.  

After the initial offering, the text indicates a second title—Celestial Worthy of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
66 Lai Suling , Shenyou Wudang: daolan shouce , (New Taipei 

City, Taiwan: Lianhe baoxi and National Museum of History, 2015), 36.   
67 Chang, “Chuanjiao chouen,” (forthcoming), 79, 84-85. 
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the Divine Might of Distant Reverberations (Shenwei yuanzhen tianzun 

) [hereafter Yuanzhen tianzun], a reference that remains rather obscure as it is 

transcribed in the liturgical manual. An instance of the deity, as it is recorded in our 

text, occurs in the fifth fascicle (juan ) of the “Litany of Merciful Compassion of 

the Most High for the Elimination of Transgressions for those in the Ninefold 

Darkness” (Taishang cibei jiuyou bazui chan ) [hereafter Bazui 

chan] as the tenth celestial worthy amongst a litany of divine beings.68 In this context, 

an individual, facing his or her final days and in hope of favorable rebirth, must first 

purify oneself, then request a master (shi ) to “reverently [hold] a ceremony” (fengli 

) for the Celestial Worthies of the Western Resonant Appellations (Xifang 

yinghao tianzun ), a category to which Yuanzhen tianzun belongs. 69 

The inclusive title of the deities alludes to their function; namely, when called upon, 

they will respond in some manner. The individual is then directed to “refine one’s 

essence and clarify one’s spirit, to ascend to perfection and awaken to the Dao” 

(lianzhi chengshen dengzhen wudao ).70 Within the text, we 

find the appellation Yuanzhen tianzun as a divine being among many others to which 

the practitioner must “With resolute heart, [pay] homage and courtesy” (zhixin chaoli 

).71 Here, with the aid of a master and sincere repentance, the individual 

gains immeasurable merit by entreating the beings—such merit when coupled with 

diligent practice will facilitate the progression to perfection.    

Fascicle 220 of the Corpus of Daoist Ritual (Daofa huiyuan ) 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
68 DZ 544, 5.2a.  
69 Ibid., 1a. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid., 1b-4a. 
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[hereafter Daofa huiyuan], the “Divine Empyrean Rite for Banishing Plagues and 

Sending Off the Boat” (Shenxiao qianwen songchuan yi ) also 

identifies a deity of similar name—the Celestial Worthy [whose] Divine Might 

Guards Afar (Shenwei yuanzhen tianzun ).72 Here, the variation of only 

one character bespeaks the possibility that these two deities may be related. Similar to 

the title in the Lingguan jiaoke, this appellation connotes a celestial power able to cast 

its efficacious might to the utmost distances. According to the text, the ritual 

practitioner conducts preliminary measures before pronouncing an invocation to the 

requisite deities for an offering of tea. As the pestilence demons are assembled on the 

boat in preparation for its expulsion, the text remarks:  

The multitudinous methods of the Dao, through their manifestation, compel 
people and spirits to admiration. [I] kowtow and recite aloud, “Celestial 
Worthy whose Divine Might Guards Afar, how inconceivable the merit!” 73 

 

In this passage, the deity appears after the first offering for the assembly of gods.  

This sequence suggests that Yuanzhen tianzun is not a recipient of the benefaction, but 

is instead invoked as a means to secure merit. The ritual officiant bows before the 

divine force, understanding that an offering of this type will bring merit, the likes of 

which are unfathomable. The appearance of Yuanzhen tianzun in this framework 

sheds a bit more light on the possible nature of the deity as a wellspring of merit.  

When we turn to the “Litany of the Supreme Clarity Numinous Treasure,” 

(Shangqing lingbao chan ), the third selection of the Great Observations 

on Litany Rituals (Chanfa daguan ) in the Essentials of the Daoist Canon 

(Daozang jiyao ), we find another glimpse of the deity with the slightly 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

72 DZ 1220, 220.  
73 Ibid., 3a.  
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varied title—the Celestial Worthy of the Harmonious Heavens and Numinous 

Blessings [whose] Divine Might Guards Afar (Xietian lingyou shenwei yuanzhen 

tianzun ). 74 The figure appears, just as in the example of the Bazui 

chan above, in an enumeration of deities, twenty five in all, that includes various great 

emperors (dadi ) and other celestial worthies. The ritual backdrop recalls the 

deathbed setting cited above, where the deity functions as a means of penitence and 

accruing merit. In both cases, we find Yuanzhen tianzun solicited with the expectation 

that such actions will assist in securing merit.    

Based on the textual record, the pronunciation of the deity’s title appears to 

mark a turning point within the ritual—the segment has concluded and the merit has 

been secured. On the other hand, an alternative reading presents itself when we 

consider the attributes of Wang recorded in other parts of the text. Prior to the first 

offering, the author remarks that Wang’s “divine power reverberates to distant 

[regions]” (shenwei yuan zhen ).75 The parallels between the two phrases 

here are undeniable. Thus, it is arguable that Shenwei yuanzhen tianzun refers to 

Numinous Officer Wang. As a stylistic choice, the author may have created a title for 

Wang to accord with his perceived powers. Although a tenuous connection 

considering the varied characters, we might also juxtapose a line of the True Scripture 

that aligns closely with the title containing a variation Shenwei yuanzhen tianzun 

: “This fierce emissary deity of the Nine Heavens mightily guards the courts 

of the Nine Heavens” (Jiutian mengshi shen, wei zhen jiutian ting 

).76 This passage from the True Scripture testifies to the notion of Wang as 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
74 DZJY 255, 1.32b. 
75 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 211.  
76 DZ 1443, 3b. 
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powerful protective deity, a perception embodied within the jiao liturgical text. These 

varying interpretations need not be separated; in fact, the notion that the recitation of 

the deity’s title serves several functions—securing merit, marking the close of a ritual 

segment, and as a creative title for Wang—is also entirely possible.  

The third celestial title of the jiao text— Celestial Worthy of Mighty 

Numinosity who Reveals and Transforms (Weiling xianhua tianzun ) 

[hereafter Xianhua tianzun]—occurs in the “Secret Ritual Methods of the Profound 

Altar for Prime Marshal Zhao” (Xuantan Zhao yuanshuai mifa ) of 

the Daofa huiyuan.77 The text opens with the impetus for the ritual—“The Divine 

Empyrean has commanded to call and summon the myriad deities” (Shenxiao youling 

haozhao wanshen ).78 The deity’s title occurs in two 

independent places, yet both following an offering rather than as a recipient. One 

instance falls after the presentation of three separate offerings to the Venerable 

Ancestor of Celestial Masters and Six Harmonies, the Great Emperor of Inexhaustible 

Lofty Clarity (Laozu tianshi liuhe wuqiong gaoming dadi

) and his attendant deities. The priest announces the official dispatch (diewen ), 

where it is thereby set alight, prompting him to recite with a resolute heart: “Celestial 

Worthy of Mighty Numinosity who Reveals and Transforms, how inconceivable the 

merit!” (Weiling xianhua tianzun, bukesiyi gongde ). 

79 After a final incantation, the segment of the ritual comes to a close. In the same 

manner, after an extended summons of various deities, and a benefaction of incense, 

tea, lamps, candles, and fruit, the text remarks:  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
77 DZ 1220, 233. 
78 Ibid., 1a.  
79 Ibid., 10a. 
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“[I] kowtow and take refuge, recite aloud Celestial Worthy of Mighty 
Numinosity who Reveals and Transforms, Celestial Worthy of Blessed Life 
and its Inestimable [Nature], Celestial Worthy of Peaceful Harmony and 
Myriad Pardons, Celestial Worthy of Constant Emergence and Embracing 
Protection. How inconceivable the merit! 
 
 

.80  
 

Although two of the celestial beings—Anhe wanyou tianzun and 

Weiling xianhua tianzun —occur only in fascicle 233 of the Daofa 

huiyuan, allusions to the remaining two assist in clarifying the function of such 

incantations to celestial worthies.  

Fusheng wuliang tianzun  [hereafter Wuliang tianzun] occurs in 

a litany specifically dedicated to Puhua tianzun titled “Ritual Litany of the 

Thunderclaps and Jade Pivot to Pardon Transgressions,” (Leiting yushu youzui fachan

) a source detailing a rite that requires 36 prostrations in accord 

with the 36 heavens that Puhua tianzun resides over.81 At the close of the ritual the 

text exhorts the performer: “In order for the recording of the karmic [actions] above, 

kowtow and recite aloud,” (Wei shang yinlü, qishou chengnian 

), a statement followed by Wuliang tianzun and three other titles, one of them Puhua 

tianzun.82 The recitation of such titles clearly accomplishes a specific aim. By 

documenting the ritual proceedings through the recitation of deity titles, one ensures 

that the boons of the undertaking are secured.  The morality book titled Huoluo 

lingguan lingying zhenjing also contains a reference to Wulian tianzun at the end of 

the text. The title is to be pronounced three times after its recitation; however, unlike 

the litany just discussed, no indication is given on the function or goal behind such a 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
80 Ibid., 8a. 
81 DZ 196. The deity’s title appears on DZ 196.9a.  
82 Ibid.  
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recitation. While this particular deity title does not appear in the jiao liturgical text, 

the citation demonstrates a clear correlation between celestial figures of this nature or, 

perhaps more specifically, ritual or textual conventions in closing, and Numinous 

Officer Wang.   

The sixth fascicle of the Golden Writings for Deliverance by the Sect Leader 

of the Numinous Treasure Tradition (Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu

) lists Wuliang tianzun among 360 deities of the “Right and Left Classes” (Zuoyou 

ban ) in the “Established Ranks of the Sacred and Perfected Classes” 

(Shengzhen ban lipin ).83 Because of this source, an obvious account of a 

pantheon, I would argue that these celestial worthies are, in fact, envisioned as 

genuine divine beings rather than empty phrases invoked for merit.  

Over the course of an offering in fascicle 127 of the same text, we find 

Wuliang tianzun invoked seven separate times, six at the end of various segments of 

the ritual and finally at the close.84 With the ubiquity of the deity throughout the rite, 

one might assume it a beneficiary, but that is not the case; the rite is fully dedicated to 

the Supreme Saints of the Three Purities, Most High Great Dao of Non-Polarity  

(Taishang wuji dadao sanqing shangsheng ) and others. The 

text invokes the deity in the same fashion as the Daofa huiyuan where we see 

Wuliang tianzun and Xianhua tianzun together; that is, by reciting the name of the 

deity, the officiant hopes to secure the merit of the ritual.  

As I have indicated above with Shenwei yuanzhen tianzun, we might also 

consider the possibility that Weiling xianhua tianzun (Celestial Worthy of Mighty 

Numinosity who Reveals and Transforms) also refers to Wang—the title speaks 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

83 DZ 466, 6.7b. For a short synopsis of this text, see Judith M. Boltz, A Survey of Taoist 
Literature: Tenth to Seventeenth Centuries (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of 
California, 1987), 44-46. 

84 DZ 466, 127.5b, 6b, 9b, 10a, and 11a.  
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generally of his characteristics—a powerful deity capable of appearing in numerous 

realms and inciting change. In the True Scripture, Yuanshi tianzun champions Wang’s 

might and abilities before a host of transcendants (xian ) bent upon finding a means 

to redress the degenerative condition of the world wrought by declining morality. 

Wang, possessing exorcistic and transformative power, patrols and inspects the 

cosmos in order to enact positive change, be it saving individuals from disease and 

sickness, exorcising evil spirits, or ameliorating harsh weather conditions.85 The jiao 

text also depicts Wang’s potential to manifest himself in the world: “You demonstrate 

your divine prescience of this world” ( ).86 His worldly manifestations 

and transformative power are clearly predominant aspects of his character that the 

jiao title attempts to capture.    

Based on the above evidence, I believe the offering is devoted solely to the 

first deity indicated, Puhua tianzun, who is indeed Numinous Officer Wang. The 

subsequent deity references serve two purposes: first, they speak generally of 

characteristics of Numinous Officer Wang in a concise, innovative manner; second, 

based on the range of sources surveyed above (see Table 1 below), they function as a 

means to establish the merit of the ritual proceedings. Wang possesses the capacity to 

cast his powerful reach to great distances in order to guard against and suppress evil 

forces; he, therefore engenders positive transformation. Various titles such as those 

above capture this essential character in a succinct manner and also fulfill the role of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
85 DZ 1443, 3b-5b. See also L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 212.  
86 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 213-214. See also Ibid, 212: “You grasp the golden whip and 

inspect the world” (Zhi jibian er xun shijie ); and “Wang Yuanshuai ,” Sanjiao 
yuanliu shengdi fozu soushen daquan , in Zhongguo minjian xinyang 
ziliao huibian , vol. 3, ed. Wang Qiugui  and Lee Feng-mao , 
(Taipei: Xuesheng Shuju, 1989), 175.  
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pronunciations just as in materials of the Daozang; namely, indicating the close of 

ritual segments and assuring merit.  

Deity Textual Record 

Shenwei yuanzhen 
tianzun 

 

Taishang cibei 
jiuyou bazui chan 

 (DZ 544, 
5.2a.)  

Shenxiao qianwen 
songchuan yi 

 (DZ 
1220, 220.3a.) 

 

Xietian lingyou 
shenwei yuanzhen 
tianzun 

 

Chanfa daguan 
 (DZJY 

255, 1.32b.) 

  

Weiling xianhua 
tianzun 

 

Xuantan Zhao 
yuanshuai mifa 

 
(DZ 1220, 233.8a 
and 10a.) 

  

Fusheng wuliang 
tianzun 

  

Leiting yushu 
youzui fachan 

 
(DZ 196.9a) 

Lingbao lingjiao 
jidu jinshu 

 (DZ 
466, 6.7b) 

Lingbao lingjiao 
jidu jinshu 

 (DZ 
466, 127.5b, 6b, 
9b, 10a, and 11a) 

Table 1—Deities of the Jiangxi Numinous Officer liturgy and their appearance in Daoist texts.  

Numinous Officer Wang: Hagiography and its Ritual Manifestations 

The subordinate divine being described in great detail throughout the liturgical 

manual is Numinous Officer Wang, also commonly known as Celestial Lord Wang 

(Wang ), Prime Marshal Wang (Wang yuanshuai ), or Wang Shan 

. Wang’s story, often associated with Sa Shoujian  (fl. 1141–78?), can be 

traced through multiple sources, both religious and literary. As Marshal General and 

Celestial Lord, he can be discerned in a number of later popular religion (minjian 

zongjiao ) sources stemming from the Ming and Qing periods, primarily as 
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an associate of Sa Shoujian, but given individual precedence in others.87  In this 

section, I aim to accomplish two objectives. I first trace the story of Wang in textual 

sources; and second, I suggest possible source material for the jiao liturgical manual 

by focusing on its narrative and depiction of Wang. 

The first reference to the relationship between Sa and Wang, although never 

explicitly identifying Wang, occurs in the Nine Essentials of Daoist Rites (Daofa 

jiuyao xu ) [hereafter Nine Essentials] composed by Bai Yuchan  

(1194–1229?). The fourth essential facet, “Upholding Precepts” (chijie ), cites Sa 

as an exemplary model for virtuous conduct and remarks: 

Sa the Perfected said…How could one have not heard about my burning of the 
fiendish spirit's temple? This spirit secretly followed [me] everywhere, and 
after twelve years, I had not yet, in the least bit violated a tenet. [Because of 
this], the spirit converted and surrendered to [become my] powerful assistant 
general. If I had violated a tenet, the spirit would have surely exacted revenge.  

…
88 

Despite the ideological bent of the text, the point being to extol Sa’s propriety, we are 

able to glean some details regarding Wang’s relationship to Sa. Wang, ostensibly the 

fiendish deity (ningshen ) of the reference, is said to have followed Sa for twelve 

years after the destruction of his temple residence. After such a prolonged vigilance, 

finding no fault, Wang is appointed as Sa’s assistant general.  

A lengthier, more detailed rendition of the story occurs in the Yuan dynasty 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

87 For selections, see especially volumes 2-6, 19, 21 of Zhongguo minjian xinyang ziliao 
huibian , ed. Wang Qiugui  and Lee Feng-mao  (Taipei: 
Xuesheng shuju, 1989). For a full list of the texts and brief comments see Xu Dundi , "Wang 
tianjun xinyang xiankuang kaochao: yi Tainan, Gaoxiong diqu miaoyu wei zhuyao kaocha duixiang” 

, in Zongjiao yu xinling gaige 
yantaohui  (Gaoxiong: Gaoxiong daode yuan, 2010): 85-94, 113-119. Xu 
points out the variety of texts devoted to Wang, but only discusses in detail the “Wang yuanshuai” 

 portion of the Sanjiao yuanliu shengdi fozu soushen daquan . 
88 DZ 1220, 1.5a. 
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hagiographer Zhao Daoyi’s  (fl. 1294–1307) compilation Comprehensive 

Mirror of Perfected Immortals and Those Who Embodied the Dao through the Ages, 

Continued (Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian xubian  [hereafter 

Comprehensive Mirror]. 89 The narrative offers an engaging version of the nascent 

relationship between Sa and Wang. Wang, in hope of gaining revenge on Sa for the 

destruction of his temple and home, lodges a complaint to the Upper Thearch 

(Shangdi ) to obtain consent. The divine official assents and grants Wang a jade 

ax (yufu ) under the stipulation that Sa must first commit an offense before Wang 

exact revenge. After he has shadowed Sa for three years, Wang, having found no 

transgression, is astounded by Sa’s ineffable virtue, and therefore abandons his 

mission of vengeance. Instead, during their first meeting, he states: “Now, I wish to 

become [your] subordinate general to respectfully carry out [your] ritual aims” (Jin 

yuan wei bujiang, fengxing fazhi ).90 This relationship—Sa 

as ritual practitioner and Wang as ritual agent—serves as the basis of many stories of 

Wang. 

A Ming compilation prefaced by Luo Maodeng  (fl. 1593–98) testifies 

to the duo, albeit with slight differences.91 In Search of the Divine (Soushen ji ) 

relates the story of “Sa the Perfected” (Sa zhenren ) and a similar encounter 

with Wang Shan .92 Due to the parallels between the two stories, Lee Feng-mao 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
89 DZ 297, 4.1a-3a. For more discussion of this text, see Florian C. Reiter, "Some Notices on 

the "Magic Agent Wang" (Wang Ling-Kuan) at Mt. Ch'i-Ch'u in Tzu-T'ung District, Szechwan 
Province," Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft 148, no. 2 (1998): 355-340; and 
Judith M. Boltz, "Not by the Seal,” 284–85. 

90 DZ 297, 4.2b. 
91 DZ 1476, 2.24a-26a.  
92 Lee Feng-mao surveys three extant versions of the Sa, the Perfected’s story finding that 

they are generally alike with small differences in some of the characters used. See his, Xu Sun yu Sa 
Shoujian, 208-211. Here, I rely on the text contained in the Zhengtong Daozang.  
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has raised the possibility of an earlier version by which both Zhao Daoyi and the 

compiler of In Search of the Divine likely referred to before redrafting the story for 

their works.93 However, some interesting contrasts remain. Whereas we see Wang 

portrayed as an innocent recipient of Sa’s temple destruction in the Comprehensive 

Mirror, In Search of the Divine relates a contradictory picture; the grounds for the 

destruction of Wang’s temple is clear:  

[Sa] observed people using children of both sexes as living sacrifices to the 
temple spirit of the locale. [Sa], the Perfected stated, “This is a licentious 
spirit.” 

�94 

Upon the two figures’ subsequent encounter, Wang reveals that he had been following 

Sa for twelve years (not three) without observing a single transgression. He puts forth 

the same request to be installed as Sa’s “subordinate general” (bujiang ), to 

which Sa replies: “You, fiendish spirit, to be a part of my ritual methods, must 

contribute to them” (Ru xiong'e zhi shen, zuo wu fazhong bijuan wufa 

).95 Wang quickly accepts the conditions and remarks that he will 

not betray the pact between the two figures (beimeng ).96 In this story, Wang is 

definitively portrayed as a “licentious spirit” (yinshen ) allowing the sacrifice of 

young children; nonetheless, the event and Sa’s explicit allusion to his ferocious and 

evil nature here does not hinder Wang’s appointment as Sa’s subordinate general. 

The Ming novel Record of the Cursed Jujube (Zhouzao ji ) takes the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
93 Lee, Xu Sun yu Sa Shoujian, 212. 
94 DZ 1476, 2.25b.  
95 Ibid.  
96 The exact words of this pact, twelve sentences written in Wang’s blood, are purportedly 

recorded under the heading Zhushuai jingzhang in DZ 1220, 241.9b-10a.  
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licentious portrayal of Wang one step further.97 Unsatisfied with regular offerings of 

animal flesh at his temple of residence, Wang actively demands that child sacrifices 

be made. When the villagers of Xiangying  object, Wang raises fierce gales, rain, 

and hail against them to force their submission and assent.98 Just as in the previous 

stories, Sa destroys his temple, thereby prompting Wang to seek vengeance for the 

loss. After the meeting between the two figures and Wang’s commission as Sa’s 

officer (along with the alteration of his name from Wang E  to Wang Shan ), 

the author regales the reader with embellished stories of their journeys to the 

underworld. Such changes demonstrate the license an author may take in embellishing 

hagiographical materials for dramatic effect and context.          

 The Great Compendium of Collected Divinities—Divine Thearchs and 

Buddhist Patriarchs—that Originally Flowed from the Three Teachings (Sanjiao 

yuanliu shengdi fozu soushen daquan ) [hereafter Great 

Compendium],  a Ming collection of unknown authorship comprised of deity 

narratives and hagiography in the same vein as In Search of the Divine, records two 

pertinent stories regarding our figures: Sa, the Perfected (Sa zhenren ) and 

Prime Marshal Wang (Wang yuanshuai ).99  In Sa’s sketch, we find a similar 

instance of Xiangying dwellers offering child sacrifices to the temple deity (miaoshen 

), prompting Sa to bring “thunderous fire flying from the sky” (leihuo feikong 

) crashing down upon Wang’s temple where the deity was enshrined. The pact 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
97 Deng Zhimo , Zhouzao ji , in Mingdai xiaoshuo jikan , ed. 

Hou Zhongyi  (Chengdu: Bashu shushe 1993). For a discussion of this novella and its relation 
to Daoism see Lee, Xu Sun yu Sa Shoujian, 207-251. 

98 Deng, Zhouzao ji, 626-628.  
99 "Sa Zhenren " Sanjiao yuanliu shengdi fozu soushen daquan 

, in Zhongguo minjian xinyang ziliao huibian , vol. 3, ed. Wang Qiugui 
 and Lee Feng-mao , (Taipei: Xuesheng Shuju, 1989), 83-85. In the same collection and 

volume, see “Wang Yuanshuai ”, 173-175.   
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sworn by Wang to become Sa’s subordinate general is described in the exact words of 

In Search of the Divine.   

Alternatively, Prime Marshal Wang’s narrative in the Sanjiao yuanliu 

collection paints an unprecedented picture of Wang; here, he gains a substantial 

history with family background and birthdate. Most importantly, he is first depicted as 

a human being that becomes a heroic protagonist. Upon hearing the desperate cries 

from a temple, Wang razes the structure by causing a great wind to erupt, thus 

rescuing the children from their approaching sacrifice to ward off plagues. The role of 

Sa is still acknowledged for his assistance in casting a petition to the heavenly realms, 

but this plays an ancillary role to the heroic accomplishments of mortal Wang.  

The Daofa huiyuan exhibits the close relationship between the Wang and Sa 

in three texts as well: the “Secret Ritual Methods of Prime Marshal Wang, Numinous 

Officer of the Thunderclaps and Three and Five Fiery Chariot” (Leiting sanwu huoju 

lingguan wang yuanshuai mifa ) [fascicle 241]; the 

“Secret Ritual Methods of the Freely Descending Numinous Officer” (Huoluo 

lingguan mifa  [fascicle 242]; and the “Secret Ritual Methods of the 

Prime Marshal Wang, Numinous Officer of the Fires of the Southern Pole” (Nanji 

huo lingguan Wang yuanshuai mifa ) [fascicle 243].100 Here, 

Sa, the Perfected serves as the Principal Ritualist (zhufa ), while Wang plays the 

role of Primary Marshal (zhushuai ). The texts function as ritual guides; therefore, 

they exclude much of the narrative background, with the pact between the two figures 

being the notable exception, yet they make subtle allusions to the hagiography 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
100 DZ 1220, 241-243.  
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nonetheless.101  

The texts of the Corpus paint a much more detailed picture of Wang as 

opposed to the works thus surveyed, with his appearance receiving special attention. 

Fascicle 241, the lengthiest of the three texts devoted to Wang, describes him of:  

Ruddy face, red beard and hair, and fiery vision of both eyes. Wearing red 
robe, green boots, and windy belt, [holding] a fiery chariot in his left hand and 
a golden whip in his right hand, his appearance is irascible and fierce.  
 

102  
 

Fascicles 241 and 242 indicate slight differences in appearance, yet all three depict 

Wang carrying his characteristic whip and wearing a fierce countenance. Wang is 

accompanied by his subordinates Prime Marshals Chen (Chen yuanshuai ), 

and Qiu (Qiu yuanshuai ) both noted in fascicles 241 and 243; in addition, we 

find Wang at the helm of Three thousand Silver-toothed, Phoenix-mouthed Generals 

(Yinya fengzui guanjiang sanqian ren ) and 1,000,000 Tiger-

headed, Pixiu Low-ranking Soldiers (Hushou pixiu libing baiwan zhong

), and attended by Prime Marshal Bi, Inspector of Hun souls (Jianhun bi 

yuanshuai ) in the two texts.103 

We have strayed quite far from our liturgical manual, but for good reason—

the Lingguan jiaoke depicts a variety of aspects of Wang, many which coincide with 

the texts of the Corpus of Daoist Ritual. After an opening incantation, the liturgical 

manual records the same collection of divine attendants as fascicle 241, with some 

additions. At the fore, resides Celestial Lord Wang, flanked by Prime Marshal Chen 

on the left and Prime Marshal Qiu on the right. Bringing up the rear are Prime 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
101 See note 96 above. 
102 DZ 1220, 241.1a. 
103 DZ 1220, 241.1b; DZ 1220, 243.1a-b.  
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Marshals Zhong (Zhong yuanshuai ), Bai (Bai yuanshuai ), and Bi (Bi 

yuanshuai ), followed by the same subordinate troupes of the Daofa huiyuan 

texts.104 The arrangement recorded in the jiao text demonstrates a clear correlation 

with the Daofa huiyuan texts. 

Moreover, the appearance of Wang in the Lingguan jiaoke displays some 

parallel characteristics, particularly his vermilion complexion and ruddy hair and 

beard.105 Yet, not all characteristics correspond. For example, the jiao manual notes 

Wang’s “golden eyes” (jinjing ), whereas fascicle 241 ascribes him “fiery eyes” 

(huojing ), and 242 and 243 note his “tiger-like eyes” (hujing ). In spite of 

the divergent language, the general suggestion of eyes that radiate a golden 

luminescence persists.106  His trademark whip, a facet of numerous versions of the 

narrative, appears in the liturgical manual as well, yet its golden hue was noticeably 

absent from hagiographic sources; fascicles 241 and 243 exhibit this small detail.  

The jiao text and fascicle 241 attribute similar divine powers to Wang in 

analogous language, but the Lingguan jiaoke augments Wang’s capacities. Both 

indicate Wang’s patrol of the three realms to search and capture malevolent forces.107 

Wang’s exorcistic competence is revealed in other ways as well, with both citing his 

capacity to “swallow demons and consume ghosts” (tunmo shigui ).108 

Alternatively, the Lingguan jiaoke attributes to Wang a broader range of abilities 

analogous to the central goals of Thunder ritual: 

Complying with orders, through the employment of the Thunderclaps, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

104 L.0113-6 Lingguang jiaoke, 210.  
105 Ibid., 213 and 215.  
106 DZ 1220, 242.1b and DZ 1220, 243.1a. 
107 DZ 1220, 241.3a 370a remarks that Wang, “appears in the three realms to collect and 

capture evil spirits” (churu sanjie, souzhuo xiejing ), while the Lingguan jiaoke 
cites part of his title as “Impartial fierce subofficial functionary and general of the Three Realms” 
(Sanjie wusi meng shengjiang ) (217).  

108 DZ 1220, 241.4b; and L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 209. 
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[I] treat illnesses, expel plagues, exorcise evil spirits, behead ghosts, lash 
dragons, upend seas, relieve droughts, and revive the withered. 
 

109 
 
The employment of Thunderclaps is reminiscent of Sa’s role as Thunder practitioner, 

but here Wang wields the potent force to accomplish ritual ends. This portion of the 

ritual text also alludes to the covenant signed in blood between Wang and Sa Shoujian, 

whereby Wang vows to respond to any summons aimed to alleviate ills of the world. 

Among the many aims that he vows to accomplish if called upon, those recorded here 

in the jiao passage are emphasized as well.110  Just as the passage begins, foremost 

emphasis is placed on Wang’s function as an intermediary who yields to instructions 

from a superior, be it Sa Shoujian or the Jade Thearch. The jiao manual hints at both 

superiors: “You act as the primary general in the conduct of ritual methods” (zuofa 

zhong zhi zhujiang ), recalling the ritual partnership between Sa and 

Wang;111 the Jade Thearch’s commands are made explicit as well: “You have 

received orders from the Jade Thearch to collect meritorious distinctions” (shouming 

Yudi ji gongxun ).112 The Lingguan jiaoke alludes to aspects of the 

popular stories surrounding the martial figure Wang, primarily absent from the Daofa 

huiyuan ritual texts;113 nonetheless the preponderance of parallel aspects and 

equivalent language between all three Daofa huiyuan texts and our liturgical manual, 

leads me to believe that fascicles 241-243 were most certainly source material for our 

manuscript.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
109 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 213-214.  
110 For the entirety of Wang’s vow, see DZ 1443, 3b-5b; the specific goals noted here can be 

found on 4b.  For Sa’s vow, see Ibid., 6a-8a. The covenants are also described in an abbreviated form 
in DZ 1220, 241.9a-10a.  

111 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 215. 
112 Ibid., 218. 
113 Ibid. For instance “Inspecting the faults of [Sa Shoujian] for twelve years” (guan guocuo 

yishier nian ), is one example of carryover from the popular hagiography stories. Also 
consider the relationship to Sa Shoujian. 
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The liturgical manual in its portrayal of Wang shares a great deal of similarity 

with an additional text. The True Scripture of the Fire Chariot Numinous Officer 

Wang, Spoken by the Celestial Worthy of the Most High Original Yang and Emperor 

on High of Non-Beginning (Taishang yuanyang shangdi wushi tianzun shuo huojun 

wang lingguan zhenjing ) [hereafter True 

Scripture], 114 of unknown date and author, has been briefly studied with various 

scholars attempting to contextualize the work. The notes addressing this particular 

text in A Conspectus of the Daoist Canon (Daozang tiyao ) indicate the text 

as a production of the Song dynasty, a notion that has invited skepticism from other 

scholars. 115 Lee Feng-mao surmises that during the eighteenth year of Yongle’s reign 

(1420), when the Celestial General Temple (Tianjiang miao ) was built, it 

would have been natural for Zhou Side  (1359–1451) to compose liturgies and 

manuals in commemoration; therefore, he argues, there exists a high probability that 

the True Scripture was written during this time period. The form of the text (five-five 

verse) also serves as evidence that it was specifically composed for recitation 

(songjing ) purposes, likely during the early stages of Zhou Side’s promotion of 

Wang Lingguan.116 Lee goes so far as to conjecture that because the Daofa huiyuan 

texts and the True Scripture record similar features, in particular the sections titled 

“Petition on the Oath of [Sa], the Perfected” (Zhenren jingzhang ) and 

“Petition on the Oath of the Primary Marshal” (Zhushuai jingzhang ), that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
114 DZ 1443 Taishang yuanyang shangdi wushi tianzun shuo huojun wang lingguan zhenjing 

. For a detailed discussion of the text, see Sze Tak-pui, “A 
Study of Taishan Yuanyang Shangdi Wushi Tianzun Shuo Huoche Wang Lingguan Zhenjing (the True 
Scripture of the Fire Wheel Wang Divine Officer Taught by the Beginningless Celestial Honored One, 
the Grand Supreme Primal Yang High Emperor ),” 
Danjiang daxue Zhongwen xuebao 7 (June 2001): 145-172.  

115 Daozang Tiyao , ed. Ren Jiyu  (Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue chuban 
fahang, 1991), 1144. 

116 Lee, Xu Sun yu Sa Shoujian, 269-270. 
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an original source existed from which both drew.117 Kristofer Schipper has pointed 

out the text’s five-five verse as reminiscent of Ming dynasty precious scrolls (baojuan 

), thus speculating that it is a product of that time period.118 Sze Tak-pui , 

although never reaching a definitive conclusion, seems to agree with Lee and 

Schipper’s assessment, citing elements of the text (i.e., the “Precious Declaration of 

Lord Sa” [Sajun baogao ] and the “Precious Declaration of Numinous 

Officer Wang” [Wang lingguan baogao ]) as likely composed in the 

Ming or Qing.119 

The introduction of Wang in the True Scripture paints his background, thus 

elucidating key parts of the jiao liturgy:  

The Celestial Worthy announced: This spirit is the head of the fires of the Li 
Stars of the Southern Dipper. He mediates the fires of great distances and casts 
his fiery chariot a thousand times over. He freely descends to fly among the 
qian and kun. There is no merit greater than his. The Jade Thearch issued an 
edict to summon [Wang]: Lash the dragon to induce rain. After receiving your 
orders, deploy across the marshes. With the evil dragon’s tendons, bind and 
wrap them to your own waist. By virtue of this bravery and fierceness, you 
will be granted the establishment of a temple within the Xiangtan township 
area. 

120 

References in the Lingguan jiaoke cited earlier regarding the extensive capacities of 

Wang, many of which were absent from other source material, appear here as reasons 

for the establishment of his temple (i.e., “lashing dragons” and “relieving droughts”). 

Continuing the narrative, the True Scripture cites the well-known version of the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
117 Ibid., 272. 
118 Kristofer M. Schipper and Franciscus Verellen, The Taoist Canon: A Historical 

Companion to the Daozang (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 1228-1229. 
119 Sze, “A Study of Taishan Yuanyang,” 163-164 
120 DZ 1443, 2a. This passage is translated in Sze, “A Study of Taishan Yuanyang,” 148, but 

my translation differs substantially.   
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destruction of Wang’s temple, here clearly attributing to Sa the might of Thunder 

Rites: “With thunderous fire, [he] set the temple alight” (yi leihuo fenci 

).121 Wang carries out the same complaint to a thearch (di ) (unclear which 

heavenly Thearch, but likely the Jade Thearch [Yuhuang dadi ]) and is 

granted a golden whip (jinbian ) to follow Sa for twelve years in search of 

vengeance. After his appointment as Sa’s assistant (fuzhu ), Wang receives an 

equivalent title as that recorded in the Lingguan jiaoke, although the sequence of the 

phrases along with the selection of characters differs in some places. 122 Wang is also 

tasked with “eradicating ferocious evil to heal the disloyal and unfilial that have 

transgressed” (jianchu xiong'e zhuanzhi buzhong buxiao weibei 

《 ).123 The True Scripture describes the fiery chariot traversing the qian and 

kun, which the liturgical manual also acclaims: “While driving the fiery chariot to 

illuminate the qian and kun” (jia huojun yi yao qiankun ).124 In short, 

it is clear from the text that the persona of Wang has matured to its greatest degree, 

far from the abbreviated allusion in the Nine Essentials. The Lingguan jiaoke cites 

elements of the True Scripture persona in its description of Wang, many of which are 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
121 DZ 1443, 2a.  
122 The True Scripture records his title as Xiantian yuqian leiting mengli sanwu huoju toufa 

tiemian wusi huoluo leigong ; see DZ 1443, 2b.  
The liturgical manual records a prolonged title in two places: 1) Leiting quantian huoluo mengli sanwu 
huoju toufa lingguan tianjun   (Lingguang jiaoke, 210); 
2) Xiantian zhujiang yiqi shenjun doutian toufa dalingguan sanjie wusi menglijiang jinjing zhufa 
sanwu huoju leigong  
(Lingguang jiaoke, 217-218).  

123 DZ 1443, 2b. Compare this line with a quote from the liturgical manual: “[May you now] 
pardon the living creatures that have irreverent transgressions and forgive the masses of their limitless 
offences” (she zhongsheng youdu zhi qian, you wanxing wuduan zhi zui 

). While both of these capacities deal with the transgressions of the populace, there is a subtle 
distinction in these two lines; namely, there is a discrepancy between “eradicating ferocious evil” in 
order to heal, and pardoning and forgiving similar transgressions. The True Scripture focuses on Wang 
as an instrument of exorcism, rather than an omnipotent force capable of dispensing mercy. These two 
lines, while ostensibly somewhat similar, still accord with two divergent representations of deities.  

124 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 213. 
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unfounded in alternative sources, thus leading me to believe that this text served as a 

primary source of the liturgical manual; nevertheless, the issue is more complicated as 

we will see below.   

The appearance of the “Precious Declaration of Numinous Officer Wang” 

(Wang lingguan baogao ) [hereafter “Precious Declaration”] at the close 

of the liturgical manual with only few negligible alterations, likely due to 

transcription errors (for example, excluding yu  in two different places),125 bolsters 

the notion that the True Scripture was foremost consulted in transcribing the liturgical 

manual. The closing line of the “Precious Declaration,” recorded as Huoluo mengli 

sanwu huoju dalingguan wang tianjun  in the True 

Scripture, is reminiscent of those recorded in the Daofa huiyuan texts, a notion that 

further bespeaks the possibility, as noted by Lee Feng-mao, of an original source from 

which both derive. Thus, it is possible that the author of the author of the jiao text was 

familiar with both the True Scripture and the Daofa huiyuan texts.  

As part of the True Scripture, the “Precious Declaration” extended beyond 

Daoist boundaries in late imperial China. On the one hand, the excerpt was employed 

in Daoist settings. The “Precious Declaration,” as evidenced by its inclusion in both 

the “Zaotan gongke jing” and “Wantan gongke jing” as Sze argues, was likely 

employed as a recitation tool for Daoist priests and used on a regular basis. In an 

additional Daoist setting for the piece, the Lingguan jiaoke employs the “Precious 

Declaration” in a classical Daoist liturgy. On the other hand, its inclusion in various 

morality books testifies to its widespread popularity outside Daoist circles, growing as 

Wang’s role as martial protector deity flourished. Sze suggests that the regular 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
125 Ibid., 217. 
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populace might have also drawn on it for daily recitation practice.126 It would appear 

that the range of uses for such a small text of roughly 116 characters (in its longest 

version in the “Wantan gongke jing”) reached a large section of the population in late 

imperial China. 

The “Huoluo lingguan lingying zhenjing” , a selection in a 

compilation titled Liesheng baojing hece  is one such morality book 

that contains the “Precious Declaration.” As I have noted above, the book reproduces 

almost verbatim large portions of the True Scripture from the Daoist Canon. On the 

other hand, the text adds additional features by prefacing the True Scripture segments 

with various incantations—the “Spell for the Opening of the Scripture of Mysterious 

Accumulations” (Kaijing xuanyun zhou ) and the “Verse for the Opening 

of the Scripture” (Kaijing jie ). 127  The morality book does omit the spells for 

summoning both Lord Sa and Numinous Office Wang, as well as the spell for their 

urgent summons.128 Divergent sections outline the merits of the text’s recitation, 

defining clearly the use of these two works.129 Each text closes with a verse in praise 

of the text meant to be delivered after finishing its recitation.130 Towards the end of 

the morality book we discover the additional titles granted Wang, a fact that 

distinguishes this work from the True Scripture.131 The Daoist content of precious 

volumes, or more precisely the familiarity of authors with Daoist material exhibited in 

“an exercise of sectarian mythological imagination,” 132 has been touched upon in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
126 Sze, “A Study of Taishan Yuanyang,” 163-164. 
127 "Huoluo lingguan lingying zhenjing," 56.  
128 These can be found in DZ 1443, 10a-11b. 
129 Compare "Huoluo lingguan lingying zhenjing," 66 with DZ 1443, 11b-12a.  
130 See “Huoluo lingguan lingying zhenjing," 68; and DZ 1443, 12b.  
131 See pages 25-26 above. 
132 Daniel Overmyer, Precious Volumes: An Introduction to Chinese Sectarian Scriptures 

from the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 1999) 88. 
See all of 85-88, as well as 150-152, 195-200, 230-237, 266-271. 
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previous work. Perhaps this demonstrates the dialectic relationship of morality books 

and Daoist ritual in late imperial China; however, because we are unable to 

definitively determine the extent of the morality book’s impact on the composition of 

the liturgical manual, we may only posit a guess.   

After having surveyed much of the material pertaining to Wang, I am 

confident that the True Scripture, or perhaps its morality book form, the “Huoluo 

lingguan lingying zhenjing,” served as an essential source of the liturgical manual, as 

the liturgy draws extensive inspiration and cites passages verbatim. Yet, some of the 

verbatim elements also occur in the two “Merit Session” selections. Thus, the issue is 

not as clear-cut—the overlap between the True Scripture and the daily recitation texts 

of the Daozang jiyao is substantial, and in the particular sections that the selections 

share, we find the greatest parallels with the Lingguan jiaoke. Let us consider an 

additional example.   

In a section of the “Zaotan gongke jing,” the reader is encouraged to recite on 

a regular basis the “Divine Spell of Numinous Officer Wang” (Wang lingguan 

shenzhou” ) [hereafter “Divine Spell”]. It is worth citing here in full, for 

it was given only brief mention in Sze’s article;133 moreover, as I have mentioned, it 

sheds light on aspects of the liturgical manual.  

[I] face upward to the unveiling of the General whose divine might 
descends freely, to the great Numinous Officer, rectifying punisher of 
all the heavens— the Great Thunder Officer with Fiery Chariot of the 
Three and Five who has received commands from the Three Purities to 
subdue demons and evil spirits. Accepting the control of a golden whip, 
[he] tours the world, his body draped in golden armor, displaying his 
mighty numinosity. His green boots and windy belt protect his bodily 
form, while the fiery vision of both eyes illuminates Heaven and Earth. 
In an instant, [he arrives] in the Three Heavens to pay homage to the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
133 Ibid.,” 165. 
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Emperor on High. In a moment, [he arrives] in the nine lands to save 
the living populace. [He commands] three-thousand silver-toothed, 
phoenix-mouthed generals and 1,000,000 tiger headed, fierce and brave 
soldiers who run with fire and walk with wind, protecting both the fore 
and rear while piercing mountains and smashing stones to capture 
malevolent spirits. When [an officiant] prays for clear skies or makes 
entreaties for rain to preserve the world, [Wang] nears [his] body in a 
circle of light to obtain the matter’s intent. Thus, the treatment of illness 
and the exorcism of evil are like a flash of thunder. The arrest of 
plagues and the cessation of noxious agents [occur] with the eradication 
of demon hordes. Flying swiftly among the clouds and mist, 
everywhere in the empty sky, [Wang] calls upon and commands the 
thunderclaps and rumbles of crashing thunder. The great demons of the 
three realms all pay obeisance and the [beings] of the ten directions 
outside the Dao all take refuge. Today, I declare this invitation in hope 
of his arrival. The great bestowal of [his] thunderous might will 
increase [our] shelter and protection.   

Supreme One’s Celestial Worthy whose Thunderous Sounds Resonantly 
Transform 

  
  
  
  
  
 134  
  
 ) 
  
  
  
    

135 

This passage is almost identical to the version contained in the True Scripture. When 

we compare the two texts, we discover only slight discrepancies, primarily homonyms 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

134 This term may denote a mythical fierce beast with a bodily form of a tiger and bear, but it 
is also used to generally describe troops of a brave and fierce nature. As the preceding characters in the 
line indicate the figures have tiger-like heads, I favor the latter interpretation here and have translated it 
as such. See Dai kan-wa jiten , vol. 6, ed. Morohashi Tetsuji  (Tokyo Taishūkan 
shoten, 1955-1960), 691.  
 135 DZJY 263.1, 15a-b. The spell is also still employed in present-day Jiangxi liturgy as well 
where it is titled Wang shuai zhou  (“Spell of Marshal Wang”). See Liu Jingfeng  and Yi 
Songyao , "Pingxiang laoguan zhen guandi miao taiping qingjiao” , 
in Difang daojiao yishi shidi diaocha bijiao yanjiu: guoji xueshu yantaohui lunwenji 

, ed. Lu Pengzhi  and John Lagerwey  
(Taipei: Xinwenfeng chuban gongsi, 2013), 389-390.   
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or characters with analogous meanings (i.e., xie  and yao ). One notable 

discrepancy between the two texts is the source of orders commanding Wang to 

descend to the mundane world and patrol for malevolent spirits: Three Clarities 

(Sanqing ) [“Zaotan gongke jing”] versus the Three Heavens (Santian ) 

[True Scripture].136 On the other hand, these two titles have been used to denote the 

same heavenly realms.137 Regardless of the distinction in the titles, the nature of the 

two realms remains the same—both are lofty celestial realms of numinous origins 

entitled to commission Wang’s service and transmit authoritative commands. It might 

also be the case that the two texts have merely ascribed alternative titles for the same 

celestial realm; of course, considering our source, we have no means of definitively 

determining this. Simply put, according to both sources, Wang’s orders come from 

the highest heavens where he is entrusted with the protection of the human realm.  

From the titles recorded in the opening lines (granted these are recognized in 

the Daofa huiyuan) to the characteristics of Wang, both versions of the “Divine Spell” 

exhibit traits similar to Wang’s portrayal in the Lingguan jiaoke. Particularly of 

interest here is the language in certain cases. For example, where the “Divine Spell” 

remarks, “In an instant, [he arrives] at the Three Heavens to pay homage to the 

Emperor on High. In a moment, [he arrives] at the nine lands to save the living 

populace” (xuke santian chao shangdi, xuyu jiudi qiu shengmin , 

), the manual states: “In an instant in the Three Heavens, in a moment 

in the nine lands” (xuke santian, xuyu jiudi , ).138 We also discover 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
136 DZ 1220, 241.3a indicates that his orders come from the Three Purities (Sanqing ) as 

part of the Spell for Summons (zhaozhou ). DZ 1220, 242.1a employs a similar spell to summon 
Wang. In fact, the first four verses in four-four prose, that include the reference to the Three Purities, 
are the same as the spell of fascicle 241; however, the closing lines of the spells diverge considerably.  

137 See DZ 1032, 3.4b-5a.  
138 L.0113-6 Lingguang jiaoke, 213. 
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the expanded repertoire of Wang’s capacities disclosed in the jiao text: the 

precipitation of clear weather and rain, treating illness, and exorcism. It is in this 

particular spell that Wang’s faculty to control Thunder and the Thunderclaps is 

championed as well, a perception untouted in the majority of hagiographic tales. 

Within the jiao liturgy, we will see how the author transforms the language of 

summoning Wang, originally conveying the intent for the marshal deity to accomplish 

various means, into an exhortation of praise meant to honor him.  

In summary, it is possible that the author of the liturgical manual drew upon at 

least three different sources in composition: Daofa huiyuan texts, the True Scripture 

or its later manifestation, and the “Merit Session” texts. Notwithstanding the overlap 

of specific facets, I would suggest that the True Scripture or the “Huoluo lingguan 

lingying zhenjing” the served as the primary source of the liturgical manual due to its 

specific language, although I am unable to definitively determine this. If, in fact, the 

author was aware of all of these texts, it clearly demonstrates the clever artistry in 

weaving together disparate sources to compose a jiao centered on this marshal deity. 

Nevertheless, the multiplicity of possible influences also illustrates the vitality of the 

Daoist textual tradition in late imperial or Republican era Jiangxi.  

Numinous Officer Wang and Bodily Transformation (bianshen ): 

Innovations in Ritual Language  

 Because the Daofa haihan, which the Lingguan jiaoke is a part, is newly 

published, few scholars have had the chance to address its contents and related issues. 

However, in a recent article, Chang Chaoran  spearheads this research and has 

elucidated many pivotal questions related to jiao texts similar in nature to the 

Lingguan jiaoke. Chang first traces the historical development of jiao offerings 
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throughout Daoist sources to set the stage for his primary focus, a set of jiao texts 

from Macheng, Hubei  from the mid 1900s. 139 In his analysis of the 

Macheng liturgical materials, he speaks broadly of the rituals’ contents, leaving the 

bulk of his discussion to their general structure and methods of composition in order 

to explore the kinds of ritual innovation revealed in their discrepancies with earlier 

canonical jiao.140 Chang’s exposition is impressive for its attention to matters of jiao 

ritual structure and canonical antecedents; on the other hand, he leaves much detail to 

be illuminated with both the Macheng and other related jiao texts.  

One particular area that he leaves open to further research deserves mention 

for it pertains to the essay at hand. At points, Chang indicates how various segments 

of the rituals, especially the yanjie  or sanhua ci , reveal elements of the 

deities’ hagiography and legends, as well as literary allusions;141 however, Chang 

eschews any detailed discussion of these. As I have outlined above, the Lingguan 

jiaoke is no exception to this trend of incorporating Wang’s textual credentials. With 

notable exceptions, the majority of Macheng deities to which jiao are dedicated tend 

towards local traditions and beliefs, and accordingly, any study of ritual texts 

associated with these local deities would require careful exegesis of additional ritual 

manuals, local stories, etc. However, Numinous Officer Wang maintains a firm 

position in previous canonized Daoist ritual materials. Thus, the Lingguan jiaoke 

provides us with a unique picture of how Daoist canonical sources are woven into the 

fabric of the text. The following sections complements Chang’s research by delving 

into the details of how a Daoist priest utilized themes and motifs surrounding a deity 

to compose an independent jiao offering. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
139 Chang, forthcoming, 63-68. 
140 Ibid., 76-83. 
141 Ibid., 79, 82, 85. I discuss this aspect of L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke below.  
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 The Lingguan jiaoke capitalizes on ritual language associated with Wang in 

canonized Daoist texts in order to fashion imagery of his summons and arrival at the 

altar. Rituals related to Wang, primarily demonstrated in texts of the Daofa huiyuan 

which we will explore below, often involve a bodily transformation by the presiding 

priest, accomplished through internal alchemical visualizations. Thereafter, the priest 

assumes the ritual power necessary to undertake exorcist goals. Mark Meulenbeld has 

convincingly argued that the process of ritual transformation (bianshen  or ) 

“has constituted the central act of power production within Daoist liturgy,” albeit 

through recourse to divergent discourses throughout history.142 Within the Lingguan 

jiaoke, bodily transformation does not function as a means of “power production,” or 

even occur at all. Instead, the author of the ritual repurposes bianshen language 

associated with Wang. The jiao liturgy is derivative in the sense that it emulates 

bianshen language, but its creative artistry exists in its utilizing this kind of language 

to fashion a ritual entirely distinct from Wang’s original textual role.    

Before addressing the text jiao text, it is important to be cognizant of the 

limitations in focusing on a singular text, an approach that, of course, presents some 

drawbacks. As scholars have readily demonstrated, a pertinent advantage of 

contemporary fieldwork to study Daoist ritual rests in the accessibility of the liturgical 

manuals and accompanying materials, while the ritual specialists also serve as an 

unparalleled resource of didactic interpretation.143 This study enjoys no such 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
142 Meulenbeld, “From ‘Withered Wood’ to ‘Dead Ashes,’” 217. In Hunan, “the specific 

narrative that formulates body transformation as an act of incineration is typical for Hunan” (224). See 
also Florian C. Reiter, "The Management of Nature: Convictions and Means in Daoist Thunder Magic 
(Daojiao Leifa)," in Purposes, Means and Convictions in Daoism: A Berlin Symposium, ed. Florian C. 
Reiter (Wiesbaden, Germany: Harrassowitz, 2007), 183-200, 190 and 192-193.   

143 For examples pertinent to our discussion here, see Meulenbeld, “From ‘Withered Wood’ to 
‘Dead Ashes’”; Mozina, “Daubing Lips with Blood”; Andersen, “The Transformation of the Body in 
Taoist Ritual”; and Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese History and Society, 110-148. Lagerwey 
cautions, “To understand this ritual [the jiao], therefore, one must have access to the secret manuals 
actually used by a given high priest. But even that is not enough, for a priest may well have more than 
one such manual and may, in actual practice, switch back and forth between them” (69).   
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advantage; nevertheless, first recognizing the immense restrictions of studying a 

singular ritual manual allows us to follow alternative paths of interpretation. At best, 

without related interpretative materials or the insight of a Daoist ritual officiant, we 

must rely on a close exegesis of the manual to explore how Wang’s traditional ritual 

discourse has been recast. However, in this section, I am not interested in elucidating 

the meaning of ritual elements. On the contrary, I am concerned with how language is 

employed in the text—the kinds of allusions and imagery that the author has utilized; 

therefore, associated interpretations, whether in textual form or from the mouth of a 

practitioner, might, in fact, be prohibitive. Investigating the use of certain language in 

the jiao manual and its connections to other texts is paramount to understanding the 

creative expertise of the Daoist priest who authored the liturgy. 

The Lingguan jiaoke opens with references to the generation of Wang’s 

numinous power through the unfolding of Supreme Polarity (Taiji ).144 Just as we 

see in the “Divine Spell,” the first section reflects on the thunderous portents that 

herald his arrival in the world. At the outset of the ritual we find references to bodily 

transformation: 

By means of [bodily] pneumas, one merges with the [external] pneumas. By 
means of [bodily] spirit, one merges with the [external] spirits. Spirit and 
pneumas connect and integrate. The myriad divine beings carry out their 
orders to merge in perfection with the Dao. 

 
 145 

 
The phrase “yiqi heqi, yishen heshen” , according to theoretical 

tracts concerning the practice of Thunder ritual, denotes a process through which one 

actualizes the Thunder deities arising out of one’s body. Through this process, one 

merges with the mystical processes of the cosmos:  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

144 See Joseph A. Adler, “On Translating Taiji,” in Returning to Zhu Xi: Emerging Patterns 
within the Supreme Polarity, ed. David Jones and Jinli He (New York: SUNY Press, 2015).  

145 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 210.  
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The Five Phases stem from the two [kinds] of pneumas. The two [kinds] of 
pneumas divide and become the Five Phases. One may then marshal the 
pneumas of the Five Phases, and wield this as the Five Thunders. Thus, the 
Five Thunder Rites are the Dao of the Former Heavens, while Thunder Deities 
are within my spirit. By means of [bodily] pneumas, one merges with the 
[external] pneumas. By means of [bodily] spirit, one merges with the [external] 
spirits.  

 

146 
 

The ritual officiant must couple the bodily Thunder spirits with the generative forces 

of the cosmos and Former Heavens in order to effectively wield the ritual power of 

the Five Thunder Rites. By alluding to such a process in the jiao text, the officiant 

demonstrates his knowledge of the intricate process of commanding the ritual power 

of the Thunder Rites, a tradition to which Wang, a commander of the Thunder Bureau 

(Leifu ) belongs; however, we must keep in mind that this indication in the ritual 

manual only serves as a preface to summon Wang for the offering. It is not a signal 

that a transformation will certainly take place. This caveat aside, it is still important to 

grasp the context of these practices to garner an understanding of the tradition that the 

Lingguan jiao author draws imagery and language from.       

A ritual transformation involves more than just an announcement in liturgical 

proceedings. The potent faculty does not come easily. Foremost, it requires not only 

willingness and determination, but also persistent efforts of self-cultivation and 

refinement.147 Through prolonged practice a priest or ritual specialist can then 

undertake specific ritual aims. For example, he might compose talismans imbued with 

divine celestial power or undergo a visualization involving bodily alchemical 

processes to summon martial deities and command them. 148 Yet, it is often the case, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
146 DZ 1220, 67.14a. 
147 See DZ 1220, 84.6b-7a; DZ 1220, 77.20b.  
148 For an example of this process, see DZ 1220, 85.6a-b.  
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particularly within the Thunder Rites tradition, that the priest does not only summon a 

martial deity to enact a ritual—he becomes the deity, thus casting off his temporal 

form for a short period. A summons serves as the preface to a ritualized 

transformation in assuming the identity of that same divine being.149 In the Lingguan 

jiaoke, the priest hints as this process by explicitly utilizing imagery and language 

analogous with these kinds of ritual procedures, but he does not aspire to their ends. 

The following section of the ritual manual exhibits the greatest semblance of 

ritual language associated with Wang, seizing on related imagery to create a vivid 

picture of his arrival at the altar. The priest’s narration utilizes language related to 

visualization processes necessary to summon Wang: “The curtains of the Jade 

Basilica open where the three [emanations of] the Dao administer and rule from one 

seat (Yudian liankai, sandao chiban yu yizuo ). 150 In 

another instance of a martial deity’s summons, we find a visualization process that 

evokes similar imagery of the Jade Basilica:  

The ritual officer holds a flask, while his left hand forms the Dipper Seal. He 
exhales one breath and visualizes a fiery bell and clouds, that [following their] 
unobstructed fall, form a cover [for the flask]. From above, he receives the 
Divine Empyrean, then immediately, in the xun direction, visualizes an altar as 
the Treasured Area of the Golden Platform. This is the Exquisite Palace of the 
Jade Basilica.  
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
149 Meulenbeld has surveyed the language of bianshen in Daoist canonical texts. For an 

extensive list of citations pertaining to the ritual practice, see his “Civilized Demons,” 42 note 80. For 
contemporary examples in Hunan, see Mozina, “Daubing Lips with Blood,” 282-291; and Meulenbeld, 
‘Withered Wood’ to ‘Dead Ashes,’” 229-234. 

150 L.0113-6 Lingguang jiaoke, 210. For a related passage see See DZ 654, 2.9b which 
remarks:  

 
The profound pneuma of original commencement arose from the Dao and was born. The three 
pneumas changed, transforming to become the Jade Capital. The Exquisite Pavilion and Jade 
Basilica with their treasured trees inspire awe. The sovereigns of the Great Canopy Heaven, 
the Three Purities, all reside here. 
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151  
 
The passage describes clearly how a priest is to envision the Jade Basilica and the 

necessary steps to do so. Despite their shared imagery, the two passages diverge in 

function. Whereas the latter passage records these movements and visualizations as 

instructions to the officiant—not to be recited over the course of the ritual—the 

Lingguan jiaoke narrates these processes. The use of corresponding written 

instructions for ritual utterances certainly demonstrates how ritual texts and their 

concomitant imagery might be repurposed. My point is not that the author of the jiao 

text directly adapted the aforementioned passage, but instead that he appears to have 

drawn on imagery and tropes oft reserved for the eyes of the Daoist priest performing 

the ritual. We find further evidence of this throughout the Lingguan jiaoke with 

references to texts directly linked with Wang. 

Fascicle 241 of the Daofa huiyuan, under the heading “Transforming the Body 

and Summoning the General” (bianshen zhaojiang ), contains the most 

detailed directions for summoning Wang. His ritual texts, fascicles 241through 243 in 

the Daofa huiyuan, are in a true sense manuals, providing not only lines of recitation, 

but step-by-step directions for visualizations, movements, spells, etc. The priest is 

first instructed to: 

Visualize rosy rays of light shooting directly forth from the Heavenly Gate as 
it opens. Above there is the Precious Pavilion of the Golden Portal and 
Original Yang, where only the High Emperor of Lofty Perfection resides 
within. The revered masters, commanders, and generals reside below. 
 

152 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
151 DZ 1220, 198.25a-b. See also DZ 219, 37.8b-9a.  
152 DZ 1220, 241.2b.  
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The excerpt, in a similar fashion as the Lingguan jiaoke, offers allusions to the 

opening of a heavenly realm and its magnificent radiance, but would not be 

pronounced over the course of the ritual. Once the heavens are disclosed, an initial 

step evident in the Lingguan jioake,153 the appropriate ritual actions may be taken to 

summon Wang from his celestial residence. The opening of the heavens serves as the 

precursor to more intricate ritual processes and visualizations. As we will see, the 

Lingguan jiaoke follows a similar course in its narration. The captivating application 

of Wang’s related ritual language reveals itself in additional passages.  

Before returning to the jiao passage, it would be beneficial to provide a more 

detailed account of summoning Wang as it is recorded in the Daofa huiyuan. From 

there, we may get a sense of how the author of the Lingguan jiaoke has utilized 

certain elements. As I have been arguing, the jiao liturgy utilizes Wang’s ritual 

language and imagery, particularly fascicle 241, but of course in an abbreviated form; 

therefore, I also want to explore those parts of Wang’s ritual texts that seem to have 

been omitted or glossed over. Indeed, jiao liturgy’s short narration, moving swiftly 

from the opening of the heavens to visions of alchemical processes to Wang’s 

emergence, obscures an intricate ritual process.  

 The ritual visualizations in fascicle 241 begin with the opening of the Precious 

Pavilion of the Golden Portal and Original Yang, a step which serves as a precursor 

for the officiant to call upon merit scribes (gongcao ) and emissaries (shizhe 

)—it is only with their assistance that the priest may summon Wang. The 

emissaries are thereby dispatched to the Thunder Bureau (Leifu ) to present 

Wang with a sincere offering of incense (xinxiang ). The priest pronounces a 

version of the “Spell for Summons” (zhaozhou ) and a short series of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
153 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 210-211. 
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incantations, both accompanied by ritual movements. Absent in the Lingguan jiaoke 

is any mention of assistance in summoning Wang—the priest directly calls forth. I 

want to first caution that I am no implying that the jiao is a degraded form of a 

canonical ritual. That these elements are eschewed is certainly not the point; instead, I 

believe it is important to more fully understand the reserve of rituals, in all their 

language and imagery, which a priest might have had recourse to when composing 

this jiao. Although questions of authorial intent are beyond the scope, and perhaps 

wholly irrelevant due to the difficulty in ascertaining them, I would surmise that 

certain stylistic conventions (e.g. length of a section) might prompot certain choices. 

Without question, the jiao author had a great deal of liberty to choose those aspects 

deemed most necessary for inclusion. Certainly, this sort of comparison, searching for 

correlations in varying rituals, sets the stage for further research in authorial intentions 

and textual conventions. 

 Upon his summons, Wang is set to emerge at the altar; however, across 

disparate texts, a great deal of variation in this moment reveals itself. The differences 

notwithstanding, certain tropes related to his emergence run through Wang’s ritual 

texts. Fascicle 241 indicates: “You only discern the Southern Dipper before you. Then, 

you see Wang Shan reveal his form within the third star [of the Southern Dipper]” 

(zhijian nandou danqian jian Wang Shan xianxing yu disan xingzhong 

).154 Implicit in these lines is the radiance reflected in the 

stars, imagery carried froth more explicitly in other texts. The “Divine Spell of 

Numinous Officer Wang” (Wang lingguan shenzhou ) discourses on 

Wang’s appearance: 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
154 Ibid., 3b.  
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When [an officiant] prays for clear skies or makes entreaties for rain to 
preserve the world, [Wang] nears [his] body in a circle of light to obtain the 
matter’s intent. Thus, the treatment of illness and the exorcism of evil are like 
a flash of thunder. The arrest of plagues and the cessation of noxious agents 
[occur] with the eradication of demon hordes. 

 
 ) 
 155 

 
The spell hints at the ritual relationship between Wang, emerging in rays of light, and 

the ritual officiant who seeks his assistance for excorcist matters. We must keep in 

mind that canonized ritual texts for Wang focus on his employment for exorcism, 

circumstances like that outlined in the previous passage—this is, of course, not the 

case within the jiao text, a fact that makes the ritual language all the more unexpected 

and fascinating. Fascicle 242, a condensed version to secure Wang’s ritual services, 

also evinces imagery of light. A section titled “Summoning and Merging” (Zhaohe 

) recounts: 

First, with your secret sword techniques, write a single hong character in the 
incense burner. Visualize this character as a golden ray of magnificence. After 
a good while, the character changes, becoming like a great fiery wheel with a 
fiery pearl within. You see the marshal burst forth from the fiery pearl. 
 

156 
 
Here, fiery light, as opposed to celestial light, signals Wang’s appearance. In order to 

ensure Wang heeds his commands, the priest then employs a version of the “Spell for 

Summons” (zhaozhou ) and pertinent talismans (fu ) preserved within the 

text.157 Across these disparate canonical passages, we find a similar motif marking 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
155 The “Zaotan gongke jing” records this as part of the “Divine Spell of Numinous Officer 

Wang” (Wang lingguan shenzhou” ), whereas the True Scripture records it as the “Spell 
for the Invocation of the Numinous Officer”  (Lingguan qiqing zhou ). See DZJY 263.1, 15a. 
and DZ 1443, 10b.  

156 DZ 1220, 242.1b. Fascicle 243 records similar processes to summon the deity, particularly 
in the use of specific characters (i.e. hong ) over the course of visualizations. See DZ 1220, 243.1b 
and 3b.   

157 Ibid., 1b-2a.  
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Wang’s emergence—luminosity. Interestingly, this imagery is absent from the 

Lingguan jiaoke. However, as we will see below, the jiao liturgy depicts his 

appearance in an alternative manner, one still consistent with fascicle 241.   

The subsequent lines of the jiao text are rife with bianshen imagery and 

allusions. The priest pronounces: “As the whirlwinds suddenly arise, a sphere rolls 

and alternates among three levels” (Xuanfeng huqi yiqiu gundie yu sanceng

).158 By alluding to the three Cinnabar Fields (dantian ), 

referenced as the “three levels,” and the amassing of the priest’s internal energies, the 

text paints a picture of the buildup to the priest’s apotheosis. We find in common 

allusions to the cinnabar fields in the ritual instructions for merging with Wang. 

Fascicle 241 instructs: 

The master, with the rays of his heavenly eye, merely writes the command of 
the Daoist ancestor in the void,159 exhales his heart qi, and with his hand 
formed in a Thunder Mudra, thrusts it into the third star. Thereby, the 
commander is seen and approaches together with green rays of thunderous fire. 
[The master] inhales [both] into his original storehouse to merge with them. 

 

160 
 

The priest imbibes the energies of Wang and allows them to coalesce in the cinnabar 

field at the chest level.161 In this merging, the priest reaches an apotheosis whereby, 

through his collective union and cooperation with Wang, the ritual may reach its 

directed intent. But the process is far from its conclusion, as Wang can only be 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
158 L.0113-6 Lingguang jiaoke, 210-211. 
159 The “Daoist ancestor” here refers to Sa Shoujian. DZ 1220, 242.4b records a singular 

character as the “Precious Character of the Perfected” (Zhenren baozi ), a possible reference 
to this particular command.   

160 DZ 1220, 241.4a. 
161 The “original storehouse” here likely refers to the second dantian located at chest level in 

between the lungs. The character fu  indicates this particular area, and this dantian at the chest level 
is also denoted as the tufu . See Dai kan-wa jiten , vol. 4, ed. Morohashi Tetsuji 

 (Tokyo: Taishūkan shoten, 1955-1960), 558. See also the dantian entry in Zhonghua 
Daojiao Dacidian, 299.  
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directed to perform ritual aims outside the priest’s body. Once Wang has penetrated 

and merged with the officiant’s body, he must then be expelled to carry out ritual 

commands. Carrying forth the language of the cinnabar fields, the officiant is 

instructed to:  

Revolve both hands, formed in Thunder Mudras, until they are clasped 
together at the spine. From the Palace of the Muddy Pellet [that sits] atop the 
double pass, [Wang] comes forth [to appear] in the xun direction above where 
you see his form. 
  

162 
 
From the “Muddy Pellet,” the uppermost cinnabar field at the forehead, Wang springs 

from the priest’s body. The visualization process culminates in the expulsion of the 

deity from the body and accompanies the following recitation: 

Man merges with the divine, and the divine merges with man. [My] spirit 
makes numinous the general,163 while the general makes numinous my spirit. 
Numinous Officer Wang Shan quickly come forth from my body.  
 

。 164 
 

This passage is reminiscent of the jiao liturgy’s pronouncement “yiqi heqi, yishen 

heshen” indicated earlier.165 The Lingguan jiaoke, alluding to the energies of the 

priest—“As the whirlwinds suddenly arise, a sphere rolls and alternates among three 

levels166--shares the same imagery of the cinnabar fields, intimating a complex ritual 

process such as those recorded in Wang’s texts. Furthermore, at the completion of 

lines suggestive of alchemical processes, the jiao text narrates Wang’s appearance. 

However the text elaborates on these alchemical visualizations before his appearance.  

The following lines reinforce the bianshen imagery in the Lingguan jioake, 

but in a way that does not readily accord with Wang’s texts in the Daofa huiyuan. Yet, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

162 DZ 1220, 241.4a. 
163 Both “commander” (shuai ) and “general” (jiang ) are used interchangeably 

throughout this particular text to refer to Wang.   
164 DZ 1220, 241.4a 
165 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 210. 
166 Ibid, 210-211. 
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the allusion is analogous with other regional ritual traditions. Following the reference 

to the “three levels” but prior to Wang’s emergence, two lines further hint at an 

alchemical process: “The masters discourse on the connection of the qian forms. The 

monarchs embrace the break of the kun directions” (Shi yi qianxiang zhiyun, chen 

gong kunfang zhiduan  ).167 These enigmatic lines, I 

believe, make reference to a process called “extracting from kan to replenish li” 

(choukan buli ). To shed light on this aspect of the jiao liturgy, recent 

research on Hunan ritual traditions is most helpful.  

David Mozina has done extensive field in Meicheng Township  in 

Hunan province where he has meticulously examined Daoist ritual manuals and their 

accompanying theoretical tracts.168 One such tract details the alchemical 

transformations necessary during the ordination of a neophyte Daoist priest, a rite that 

accompanies a communal jiao. During the ordination, through these alchemical 

processes, a Hunan priest and the initiate undergo a transformation of their bodies 

(bianshen), precisely the kind of ritual operation discussed throughout this section as 

it pertains to Wang’s texts. Mozina, through both textual analysis and ethnographic 

fieldwork, sheds light on the complex ritual language alluding to the qian  and kun 

 trigrams in the liturgical texts and theoretical tracts. I believe the Lingguan jiaoke 

contains similar allusions to the trigrams in its mention of “qian forms” and “kun 

directions.” 

Mozina elaborates on the cosmological groundings of the ritual alchemical 

transformation. According to Daoist cosmology, yang  and yin  qi  arose out of 

the primordial Dao as two complementary polarities. The Former Heavens (xiantian 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
167 L.0113-6 Lingguang jiaoke, 211. 
168 Mozina, “Daubing Lips with Blood.” 
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) are characterized by pure yang qi   represented in the three connected lines 

of the trigram qian , whereas the kun trigram , represented in three broken lines, 

symbolizes the pure yin qi . In the Lingguan jiaoke, we see allusions to the 

“connections of the qian forms” and the “breaks of the kun directions,” both 

references to the relationship between cosmology and the trigrams.169 With the shift to 

the Latter Heavens (houtian ), the yang and yin qi intermingled thereby 

transforming the nature of the trigrams that represented them by altering the central 

line of both trigrams—qian becomes li  and kun becomes kan . Thus, li and kan 

became “opposites whose melding is imagined as the method to reacquire the lost 

state of cosmic unity composed by yang qi.”170 The Hunan Daoists actualize this 

complicated cosmology over the course of the ritual.  

To initiate the bianshen process, the Hunan priests draw pure yang qi into 

their lower cinnabar field, whereupon they visualize the production of a fetus, the 

embodiment of the “pristine yang body.”171 The fetus, as Mozina explains, is indeed 

the deity that the priests wish to exteriorize and eventually transform into. I would 

suggest that the author of the Lingguan jiaoke, in an understanding of similar 

processes, builds on the bianshen language of the text through the two-line allusion to 

qian and kun. Furthermore, given the location of the line in the discourse (after the 

reference to internal energies and the cinnabar fields but prior to Wang’s appearance), 

the allusion is fitting. 

Following, just as in the ordination jiao, Wang appears and the discourse 

marks this pivotal moment with especially vivid language: 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
169 For an additional discussion on the relationship between cosmology and the trigrams, see 

Fabrizio Pregadio, “Time in Chinese Alchemy,” in Routledge Handbook of Chinese Medicine, eds. 
Vivienne Lo and Michael Stanley-Baker (London: Routledge, forthcoming).  

170 Mozina, “Daubing Lips with Blood,” 286-287.  
171 Ibid., 287. 
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Now, in the fore, [your] timeless visage recurs, and with unfurled fury, [you] 
expose Qilin fangs. The crown [of your head reaches] to the heavens as [you] 
stand upon the floor of the golden platform. 

 
172  

The impact of fascicle 241 is especially clear here, where we find reference to Wang’s 

“Qilin fangs,” aspects of his character that, within the large body of literature 

associated with the deity, are found solely in this particular text. 173 This passage and 

the preceding lines, read in concert with Mozina’s research, share striking similarities 

in the ritual process. Numinous Officer Wang appears before the altar in a 

visualization of the Jade Basilica, the residence of the Celestial Worthy of Original 

Commencement (Yuanshi tianzun ).174 I believe the imagery here relates to 

Wang going before Yuanshi tianzun in audience, not at the worldly altar, but still 

within the priest’s body, likely at the uppermost cinnabar field, the Muddly Pellet 

(niwan ). Like Yin Jiao  who is summoned by the subjects of Mozina’s 

study, the line portrays Wang standing at the “golden platform” in order to obtain 

leave from the highest celestial authorities. Only then, having been granted 

permission, Wang emerges at the altar to assist in ritual activities.175 In the following 

step of the bianshen process, the priest and deity merge, completing the bodily 

transformation. The following lines of the jiao intimate a similar event.  

The discourse of the Lingguan jiaoke indicates an apotheosis, a key moment in 

the bianshen process, whereby all merges into one and the culmination of the process 

is reached. The priest announces:  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
172 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 211.  
173 See DZ 1220, 241.9b: “With one breath enter the Former Heavens.  Wang Shan, the fierce 

qilin returns, fleeing and coming back from mysterious perfection.”  
  

174 See DZ 219, 68.12b.  
175 Mozina describes this step as it relates to Yin Jiao. See his “Daubing Lips with Blood,” 

287. 
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Male, female, qian, and kun coalesce in qi. Just as the numinous purities 
become the “one” and “shield” as your surname, [You] continue [your] prior 
“harmonious golden fire” as your name.176  
 

177 
 
The text suggests that the transformation has been achieved, thus all existence enters 

into the state of the Former Heavens where dichotomies merge into pure yang qi. If 

this process were to take place (as opposed to merely alluded to), the play on Wang’s 

original name Wang Shan , I believe, would indicate the definitive moment of 

the priest’s transformation. Indeed, it would seem suitable to translate the subject of 

the last couplet as “I”; that is, the priest becomes the deity, thereby allowing him to 

speak in first person. Translation issues aside, it must be emphasized that the 

recitation throughout the jiao only serves as an approximation of this intricate ritual 

process. The semblance of bianshen language demonstrates a familiarity with such 

rites, but does not entail the performance of the actual ritual processes. Nevertheless, 

there are evident parallesls with Meicheng Daoist bianshen processes. From choukan 

buli imagery to the deity’s audience with celestial powers to the apotheosis of the 

priest, the two ritual traditions of disparate areas share a similar discourse and 

procedural steps. Whether the Jiangxi priests who transcribe and share this jiao 

liturgical manual do employ bianshen processes in other contexts remains to be seen. 

Yet, based on my interpretation of the text’s language and imagery, I believe they are 

clearly familiarly with these kinds of ritual procedures. Despite this bianshen ritual 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
176 The translation here is clearly unable to grasp the intricate word play going on in this line.  

As we have seen in the hagiography of Numinous Officer Wang, his former name, prior to his 
apotheosis, was Wang Shan . The line in the liturgical manual intimates this temporal title, 
employing distinct characters that when joined together form the characters of his surname and given 
name; the characters yi and gan  form Wang the characters he , jin , and  huo  form 
the character shan . The character-play in the second half is less straightforward, but one can 
imagine how the three characters might comprise an approximation of shan. I want to thank Professor 
Hsieh Shih-wei for pointing out this possibility for a line which its significance was immensely 
perplexing at first.  

177 L.0113-6 Lingguang jiaoke, 211.  
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flourishing in contemporary Hunan in relation to Wang,178 it nevertheless does not 

occur here. The Lingguan jiaoke instead draws on this store of ritual knowledge for 

dramatic effect in a jiao offering.  

 As I have attempted to show here, the jiao discourse utilizes bianshen 

language in an innovative manner, but language never intended to be recited over the 

course of a ritual. Wang’s texts in the Daofa huiyuan indicate ritual instructions as 

asides, clearly marked by the way they are written in the text, and usually outlining 

visualizations or movements to be coupled with the recitations. In the case of the 

Hunan theoretical tracts in Mozina’s study, ritual instructions are recorded in a 

collection of texts known as “esoteric transmissions” (michuan ) shared only 

within the priestly lineage.179 Both of these textual conventions indicate that this kind 

of ritual knowledge was to be reserved for the priest’s eyes. Yet, the Jiangxi liturgical 

text appears to have reworked excursus of this kind into a few lines of recitation. This 

demonstrates the amount of discursive leeway a priest had in composing new small-

scale forms of jiao ritual. 

 Internal visualizations and alchemical processes are paramount to the 

summons of Wang and other Thunder deities. But we ought remember that these 

kinds of bodily transformations, particularly those entailing martial deities of Wang’s 

stature, are oft intended to perform some form of exorcism. 180 While the Lingguan 

jiaoke exhibits similarities in language, its context diverges as indicated by its title; its 

aim is to present an offering to the divine marshal attendant. Wang, of course, must be 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
178 Mozina, “Daubing Lips with Blood,” 288. 
179 Ibid., 282. 
180 For examples related to Wang, see the sections titled “The Original Commander's 

[Methods] to Administer and Summon with a Scale of Gold” (Benshuai shezhao yicheng jin 
) (DZ 1220, 241.10a-13a), “Burning Methods” (Shaofa ) (DZ 1220, 241.13a), or “Methods 

to Establish Prisons” (Liyu fa” ) (DZ 1220, 241.13a-15b.) The former records a lengthy process 
to suppress and expel malevolent forces with the assistance of Wang and a possessed medium (futiren 

).   
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summoned to the altar for the offering and formal requests on behalf of the 

community:   

 [May you now] pardon the living creatures that have irreverent transgressions 
and forgive the masses of their unending crimes. For all those who supplicate, 
may all [matters] be unimpeded. For all eminent figures, may [their affairs] 
one by one have success. 
 

181  
The priest accomplishes this by tapping into the reservoir of Wang’s associated ritual 

language and fashioning a related passage. Herein lies the creative innovation of this 

jiao and others published within the recent Daofa haihan collection—priests 

formulate an isolated, small-scale jiao, often devoted to a local deity, by assembling 

elements from an array of sources, both local and traditionally Daoist. As we see here, 

the author of the jiao interweaves Wang’s ritual associations with pieces of his 

hagiography to construct a fascinating rendition of a jiao.       

The fact that Wang has a jiao devoted to solely to himself represents a unique 

development, for he belongs to, as Florian Reiter describes, a group of deities that 

serve as “executive forces, being obedient to superior divine charges.”182 That is, 

within previous Daoist sources, he is not of a stature deserving of such singular rites.  

Numinous Officers and other emissaries, indispensable figures in the successful 

performance of a zhai , have been presented with jiao offerings as a result of their 

service in a zhai, but as a collective group. We find representative examples of this 

within the Lin Weifu’s ��� (1239–1302) collection Golden Writings for 

Deliverance by the Sect Leader of the Numinous Treasure Tradition (Lingbao lingjiao 

jidu jinshu ), which are then reproduced in the Golden Writings 

on the Great Achievement of Deliverance by the Numinous Treasure of Highest 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

181 L.0113-6 Lingguang jiaoke, 212. 
182 Reiter, "Some Notices on the ‘Magic Agent Wang,’” 329. See especially the first half of 

the article where he traces the appearance of the term lingguan in textual sources. 
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Clarity (Shangqing lingbao jidu dacheng jinshu ) Zhou Side 

 (1359–1451).183 As Chang notes in his excellent article, the latter collection, 

does, in fact, incorporate jiao rituals dedicated to singular deities; however, these 

newly published texts from the Ming, Qing, and Republican periods represent a 

greater step in focusing jiao on local temple deities in an effort to respond to 

residents’ specific concerns, beliefs, and traditions.184 

Chapter Conclusion—The Confluence of Thunder Deities and Jiao Liturgy 

Outside of a handful of fascinating inquiries concerning contemporary Hunan 

and Jiangxi, few studies have examined the crossover between Thunder ritual deities, 

known for exorcism, and jiao liturgy.185 The two ritual forms, in general, have been 

regarded as complete and separate entities particularly in the Song dynasty: 

Such exorcism, or Thunder Magic, was performed independently of any larger 
ritual context. Wang Wenqing was asked to stage a jiao ritual every five days, 
reportedly without any connection to practices of Thunder Magic. Thus, we 
can clearly discern two different levels of ritual activity that were realized for 
different purposes, and which were certainly based on different spiritual 
patronages.186  
 

While there certainly were distinct spheres of ritual activity, Daoist priests embodied 

both. From the very first patriarchs of Thunder ritual, we find Daoist priests partaking 

in both jiao ceremonies and Thunder rites. Wang Wenqing, as well as the 30th 

Heavenly Master Zhang Xujing  (1092-1126), were known to wear both hats 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
183 See the discussion in Chang, forthcoming 66–68. 
184 Ibid., 76. 
185 Besides Meulenbeld and Mozina’s estimable work, see also Liu and Yi, "Pingxiang 

laoguan zhen guandi miao taiping qingjiao.” I am also aware of Zeng Di ’s article “Xinhua xian 
Daojiao yualiu ji julangong leijiao chanshi”  in Chen Zi’ai 

, Hua Lan  (Alain Arrault), eds. “Xiangzhong zongjiao yu xiangtu shehui” diaocha baogao ji” 
“ , vol. 1 (Beijing: Zongjiao wenhua chuban she), 204–42. However, 

I have not been able to obtain a copy.   
186 Florian C. Reiter, "The Name of the Nameless and Thunder Magic," in Scripture, Schools 

and Forms of Practice in Daoism: A Berlin Symposium, ed. Poul Andersen and Florian C. Reiter, 
Asien-Und Afria-Studien Der Humboldt-Universitat Zu Berlin (Weisbade: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2005), 
112.  
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as ritual practitioners.187 Hong Mai’s Records of the Listener (Yijian zhi ) 

records a story of Wang Wenqing employing the Five Thunder Rites (wulei fa ) 

on the occasion of a jiao ceremony in order to pray for rain.188  Bai Yuchan was an 

acclaimed ritual practitioner and theoretician of the Southern Song Thunder tradition 

who presided over jiao ceremonies on numerous occasions.189 Protean Thunder 

practitioners such as these served the imperial court, performing classical Daoist ritual 

(zhai and jiao) at its behest in order to maintain peace and stability in the state; yet, in 

their itinerant travels, they also served in exorcist roles assisting local officials in their 

“ritual rearmament” and “reinforcement through Daoist exorcistic rites.”190  

This kind of ritual segregation, between Thunder gods and their ritual forms 

and classical Daoist ritual, evolved and coalesced by the Ming dynasty. Meulenbeld 

writes:  

Not only were the hordes of thunder gods increasingly brought into standard 
configurations of three or four marshals, these demonic divinities were used 
throughout Daoist liturgies. The invocation of thunder gods was required not 
merely in martial Daoist ritual, even the most exalted forms of Daoist classical 
ritual would include the ritual presence of several thunder gods as protectors 
of the ritual space.191  

 

Thunder gods, like Wang, and other martial deities were necessary, and still are, for 

the success of many forms of Daoist ritual. But there is an important distinction and 

ritual development here within the Jiangxi liturgy. Wang acts not just as an altar 

attendant assigned to safeguard the ritual area, but instead as the sole beneficiary of a 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
187 Florian C. Reiter, "The Discourse on the Thunders , by the Taoist Wang Wen-Chi'ing 

," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 14, no. 3 (2004), 208-209.  See also DZ 296, 53.16a-21b.  
188 Hong Mai , "Wang Shichen ," in Yizhian zhi  (Beijing: Zhonghua 

Shuju, 2006), 1049.  
189 Berling "Channels of Connection in Sung Religion,” 314.  
190 Boltz, "Not by the Seal of Office Alone,” 245. 
191 Meulenbeld, "Civilized Demons,” 214-215.  For a detailed analysis of thunder deities in 

the Ming, see all of chapter five in his dissertation, 214-265. 
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singular, small-scale Daoist jiao—an unprecedented ritual form devoted to Thunder 

deities of his nature.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

A COMPARISON OF NUMINOUS OFFICER JIAO LITURGIES 

  

In the summer of 2013, the International Conference on Scriptural Daoism and 

Local Religion (Jingdian Daojiao yu difang zongjiao guoji yantaohui 

) was held at National Chengchi University (Guoli zhengzhi daxue 

) in Taipei to explore the relationship of precisely what the title 

suggests. Traversing national and generational boundaries, the conference papers 

approached the topic from unique perspectives, through both historical sources and 

the fruits of fieldwork initiatives.  

The conference title intimates an essential dichotomy between the two 

categories (if we may even label them as such), but various participants reflected on 

the problems inherent in such a notion. Mark Meulenbeld’s paper, “What is Local 

about Local Religion?: The Pantheon of an Ordination Document from Hunan,” was 

especially constructive in, as he puts it, “aim[ing] to problematize the notion of ‘local 

religion’ on the whole.”192 In the introduction, he carefully lays out and elaborates on 

the issues and assumptions that a clear division between ‘local’ and ‘scriptural’ either 

implies or ignores. He details two prominent assumptions: “(1) ‘local religion’ can be 

defined by means of a contrast with ‘scriptural traditions’ such as Daoism, and that 

(2) ‘local’ traditions are distinct from trans-regional traditions such as Daoism—a 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
192 Mark Meulenbeld, "What Is Local About Local Religion?: The Pantheon of an Ordination 

Document from Hunan," (presentation, International Conference on Scriptural Daoism and Local 
Religions (National Chengchi University, Taipei, Taiwan July 11-12, 2013), 1.  

08!Fall$
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label that implies a more or less unified body of ideology and practice.”193 In addition, 

the perception of ‘local’ as a hermeneutical term, he points out, is also ambiguous; 

without appropriate attention to definition and its intended referent, the term has the 

potential to suggest varied geographical planes ranging from the village or township 

to the regional. From this, Meulenbeld asks when and why a religious tradition should 

be labeled as ‘local,’ and his example from Hunan demonstrates how an isolated 

locale actively engages with Daoist scriptural traditions to extend beyond its remote 

location. Moreover, as he suggests, the premise that local traditions have yielded, 

resisting in ways, but ultimately undergoing transformation, to the powerful sway of 

scriptural traditions is a prominent notion that must be reconsidered. Indeed, local 

traditions might instead “show a marked drive to connect themselves to larger cultural 

networks, to appropriate their powers, and to claim their prestige.”194 Upon taking 

stock of the issues, it is obvious that the ‘local’ and ‘scriptural’ dichotomy must be 

given careful consideration dependent upon context. Clearly, just as Meulenbeld’s 

example from Hunan and other conference participants’ work testified to, the 

purported correlation between ‘local’ and ‘scriptural; in varying situations bespeaks a 

greater deal of complexity. 

This chapter is an attempt to add to this ongoing conversation concerning the 

relationship between ‘local’ and ‘scriptural’ or ‘canonical’ by juxtaposing the Jiangxi 

liturgical text with an additional text from Mulan, Hubei , also titled “Jiao 

Liturgy for the Numinous Officer (Lingguan jiaoke ), While the Jiangxi text 

originated in 1861 or 1921, the Hubei manual stems from 1855 or 1915. My initial 

design was to examine these two Numinous Officer liturgies in contrast with texts of 

the Compendium of Extracanonical Daoist Texts (Zangwai daoshu ) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

193 Ibid. 
194 Ibid., 2. 
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[hereafter Compendium] as opposed to searching for precedents in the Daoist Canon 

(Daozang ). For example, Zhou Side’s  (1359-1451) collection, the 

Golden Writings on the Great Achievement of Deliverance by the Numinous Treasure 

of Highest Clarity (Shangqing lingbao jidu dacheng jinshu ), 

a compilation of some forty juan in the Compendium, on the surface contains three 

relevant compositions for comparison.195 Nevertheless, if we delve into these specific 

texts, we find that they are reproduced near verbatim, with few exceptions, from the 

Golden Writings for Deliverance by the Sect Leader of the Numinous Treasure 

Tradition (Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu ), a text compiled in an 

attempt to carry on the tradition of the Great Rites of Numinous Treasure (Lingbao 

dafa ) that traced its roots to Ning Benli  (1101-81) of the Northern 

Song.196 Furthermore, the nature of these particular rituals in Zhou Side’s collection, 

jiao held at the conclusion of a zhai,197 shares little with the singular, small-scale jiao 

of the present study.   

To approach the Numinous Officer jiao texts with reference to sources of 

Zhou Side’s collections would be to no avail—such an approach fails to address or 

mitigate the issues cited above. That is, such a methodology assumes scriptural 

precedent and attempts to explicate the ‘local’ tradition in juxtaposition with a 

scriptural source. Thus, my approach, namely contrasting two local liturgies takes into 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

195 The Zangwai daoshu includes the "Liturgy for Constructing a Numinous Officer Jiao 
Liturgy of the Great Offering Retreat" (Daxian zhai she lingguan jiaoke � ), the 
“Liturgy for Constructing a Numinous Officers Jiao of the Life-Giving Spirits Retreat” (Shengshen 
zhai she lingguan jiaoke ), and the “Liturgy for Constructing an Entire Numinous 
Officers Jiao” (She quanxing lingguan jiaoke ). See ZW 698, 20.41b-47b.  

196 The Daxian zhai she lingguan jiaoke cites DZ 466, 64; the Shengshen zhai she lingguan 
jiaoke employs sections of DZ 466, 73; and the She quanxing lingguan jiaoke combines both DZ 466, 
36 and 99, but does not indicate any break between the different sections. For brief discussions of the 
Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu, see Judith M. Boltz, A Survey of Taoist Literature: Tenth to Seventeenth 
Centuries (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California 1987), 44–46; Edward L. 
Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song China (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 2001), 
231–36. 

197 For a discussion of this kind of jiao, see Chang, forthcoming. 
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account these concerns pointed out by Meulenbeld—the distinctions between ‘local’ 

and ‘scriptural’ are not assumed—instead, I aim to examine how that relationship is 

fleshed out within the liturgies. In doing so, I hope to elicit the ways in which each 

ritual text manifests this often complex relationship between ‘local’ and ‘scriptural’ 

and to what degree. How do the two liturgies parallel one another and to what extent?  

How is Wang envisioned in both?  By what means might Wang’s portrayal be 

disseminated? What sort of connections might there be, if any, between the ritual 

traditions reflected in the liturgies? These, and other related questions, serve as the 

starting point for the present inquiry. In this chapter, I argue that the representation of 

the central deity Numinous Officer Wang in the two Lingguan jiaoke from Jiangxi 

and Hubei does not reflect local traditions; in fact, the texts show marked awareness 

of scriptural precedent. On the other hand, local variations are uncovered in the ritual 

forms despite the existence of standardized structural elements of Daoist ritual.  

Depictions of Numinous Officer Wang  

Despite the distance between the areas in which the two ritual manuscripts 

were employed, we find appreciable similarities between the two texts in the portrait 

of the central deity; nonetheless, the discrepancies are telling. More importantly, upon 

a juxtaposition of the texts’ representation of the deity, the principal mode of 

dissemination of ideas regarding Wang appears to be the True Scripture [see Chapter 

One above].198 Although I have addressed the relationship between the Jiangxi text 

and the True Scripture in the previous chapter, it is necessary to reiterate some of the 

details below in order to consider the Jiangxi manual alongside the Hubei text. From 

there, we may begin to address some essential related questions.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
198 DZ 1443. For a detailed discussion of the text, see Sze, “A Study of Taishan Yuanyang.”  
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 First, let us consider the parallels between the two texts for they allow us to 

draw some important, yet likely provisional, conclusions. The Hubei text begins with 

two abbreviated lines in smaller text that allude to characteristics of Numinous 

Officer Wang:  

Hand grasping a golden whip, [he] tours the world…Body draped in golden 
armor, [he] reveals his mighty numinous power… 
 

199 
 

The lines are extracted from a passage recorded in the latter part of the ritual manual, 

the “Spell for the Invocation of the Numinous Officer” (Lingguan qiqing zhou 

), excerpted from both the True Scripture and the “Zaotan gongke jing” of the 

Essentials of the Daoist Canon (Daozang jiyao ).200 Of course, the spell 

contains slight variations in each edition, but none that significantly altar meaning.201  

Towards the end of the invocation to the requisite deities of the ritual, the text 

records an extended summons dedicated to Wang that is chock full of honorific titles 

attributing exceptional capacities. While a number of examples could be cited, suffice 

to say that the passage adopts specific language and imagery from the True Scripture. 

Perhaps, the strongest evidence for the preeminent standing of the True Scripture is a 

six-character title granted Wang in the passage: “The numinous officer who lashes the 

dragons and rolls the water” (bianlong juanshui lingguan ).202 We find 

an abbreviated allusion to a story related exclusively in the True Scripture: 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
199 L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 189.  
200 DZJY 263.1, 15a-b. The Taishang xuanmen zaotan gongke jing  

records the title of the spell as  “Divine Spell of Numinous Officer Wang” (Wang lingguan shenzhou 
).  

201 For example, the Hubei text writes that Wang can “Treat illness and eliminate evil like 
turning over the hand”  , whereas the True Scripture records the line as “Treat illness 
and the exorcize evil like the flash of thunder” . The metaphor is different, but the 
intended meaning remains; that is, the capacity to obtain treatment and exorcism occurs easily and 
rapidly.   

202 L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 192. 
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The Celestial Worthy announced that the spirit was the head of the fires of the 
Southern Dipper Li star who tempers the fires of great distances and casts the 
thousand weights. [His] fiery chariot freely descends to fly among the qian 
and kun. There is no merit greater than his. The Jade Emperor issued an edict 
for his [Wang's] summons, [so that he would] lash the dragons and induce rain. 
[Wang] received the orders and ranged across the marshes for the evil dragon. 
He whipped [the dragon's] tendons, binding and wrapping them to his own 
waist. By virtue of his brave and fierce [act], [Wang] was granted the 
establishment of a temple within the Xiangtan township area.  

, 

.203 

Here, the dragon, the origin of the adverse drought conditions, must be banished in 

order for rain to flourish. Wang is called upon to undertake the act and drive out the 

baleful dragon and induce rain. For this, he receives praise and the establishment of 

his own temple. The line of the Hubei manuscript, in six characters, recalls the 

scriptural story in the ritual process.204 To give further weight to the importance of 

this story, and the True Scripture as a whole, we find reference to Wang’s association 

with the Southern Dipper registered here, an impression of the deity also touted in the 

first lines of the Hubei manuscript.205 Without a doubt, the Huibei ritual discourse 

adopts pieces of the True Scripture to evoke images of Wang; the “Spell for the 

Invocation of the Numinous Officer” serves as explicit evidence, while allusions to 

other parts of the scripture offer support.  

Whereas the Hubei text cites the spell for Wang’s summons, the Jiangxi ritual 

utilizes an alternative section of the True Scripture, the “Precious Declaration of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
203 DZ 1443, 2a.  
204 The Jiangxi manuscript is also familiar with this particular story and similarly describes 

Wang: 
Complying with orders, through the employment of the Thunderclaps, 
[I] treat illnesses, expel plagues, exorcise evil spirits, behead ghosts, lash dragons, upend seas, 
relieve droughts, and revive the withered. 

 
See L.01136 Lingguan jiaoke, 213-214. 

205 The text remarks, “As the Celestial Lord of Southern Dipper, [your] deathly qi awes and 
amazes” . See Daofa haihan, Zhushen jiaoke shang, 189. 
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Numinous Officer Wang” (Wang lingguan baogao ). The Jiangxi liturgy 

appends this section to the end of the text subsequent to the final offering. It is likely 

that the passage, in accord with the True Scripture’s record, employs the brief passage 

as a means of general praise for Wang;206 however, the moment in the ritual it is 

pronounced is open to question. It might serve as a kind of valediction at the close of 

the ritual, whereby the priest expresses gratitude through a standard form of praise for 

the deity. Upon commending the deity via this scriptural precedent, Wang is then 

given leave from the altar and is free to return to the heavens.  

In the same way the Hubei ritual discourse avails itself of language drawn 

from the True Scripture, the Jiangxi liturgy alludes to alternative sections; yet, it 

augments this presentation with aspects of other Daoist sources, namely those of the 

Corpus of Daoist Ritual (Daofa huiyuan ). For example, the True Scripture 

describes the fiery chariot traversing the qian and kun,207 which the Jiangxi liturgical 

script also acclaims.208 Citing Wang’ s ability to swiftly arrive anywhere in the 

cosmos, the Jiangxi ritual asserts that Wang may reach “In an instant, the three 

heavens, and in a moment, the nine lands (xuke santian, xuyu jiudi 

”—an overt reference to the “Spell for the Invocation of the Numinous Officer” 

recorded in the True Scripture.209   

  In addition to the True Scripture elements, the Jiangxi liturgy adopts aspects 

solely related in texts of the Daofa huiyuan. Fascicles 241-243 of the rich collection 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
206 The Celestial Worthy, before bestowing the passage, declares, “With heavenly compassion, 

I [Celestial Worthy] announce this precious declaration to praise in recitation his master [Sa Shoujian 
], and spread acclaim for the celestial general [Numinous Officer Wang]” 

.  See DZ 1443, 8b. 
207 DZ 1443, 2a. 
208 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 213. 
209 The “Spell for the Invocation of the Numinous Officer” (  Lingguan qiqing 

zhou) indicates, “In an instant, [he arrives] at the Three Heavens to pay homage to the Emperor on 
High. In a moment, [he arrives] at the nine lands to save the living populace.”

. See DZ 1443, 10b. 
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are devoted to the rituals of Numinous Officer Wang where he serves as Primary 

Marshal (zhushuai ) for Sa, the Perfected (Sa zhenren , also known as Sa 

Shoujian ) as Principal Ritualist (zhufa ).210  The texts also highlight 

additional ritual attendants that appear in the Jiangxi manuscript: Prime Marshals 

Chen (Chen yuanshuai ), Qiu (Qiu yuanshuai ), and Bi ( ). In 

addition, the Jiangxi text dwells on Wang’s facial features, describing the deity as 

having “a ruddy beard and discerning eyes” (hongxu huimu ). The texts of 

the Daofa huiyuan pay special attention to his countenance as well. 211 Alternatively, 

the appearance of Wang in the Hubei manual derives its scant description entirely 

from the True Scripture, or more specifically the “Spell for the Invocation of the 

Numinous Officer.” 

The parallels with the Daofa huiyuan texts continue into the precise language 

employed. Here, I cite only one example, but others apply. Wang’s exorcistic 

competence is revealed, with both citing his capacity to “swallow demons and 

consume ghosts” (tunmo shigui ).212 While this standard language pervades 

other texts of the Daofa huiyuan and additional Song Dynasty ritual collections, no 

other source that I have uncovered in relation to Numinous Officer Wang speaks of 

his exorcist capacity rendered in this language. At the very least, the use of such 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
210 DZ 1220, 241: Leiting sanwu huoju lingguan wang yuanshuai mifa 
 (“Secret Ritual Methods of Prime Marshal Wang, Numinous Officer of the Thunderclaps 

and Three and Five Fiery Chariot”); DZ 1220, 242: Huoluo lingguan mifa  (“Secret 
Ritual Methods of the Freely Descending Numinous Officer”); DZ 1220.243: Nanji huo lingguan wang 
yuanshuai mifa  (“Secret Ritual Methods of the Prime Marshal Wang, 
Numinous Officer of the Fires of the Southern Pole”). 

211 The Leiting sanwu huoju lingguan wang yuanshuai mifa records “Ruddy face, red beard 
and hair, and fiery vision of both eyes. Wearing red robe, green boots, and windy belt, while [holding] 
a fiery chariot in his left hand and a golden whip in his right hand, his appearance is irascible and fierce” 

. See DZ 1220, 241.1a. 
212 See DZ 1220.241.4b and L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 209. 
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language demonstrates a familiarity with Daoist scriptural language related to martial 

deities of Wang’s stature.     

Regarding the Hubei text, it is interesting to note, however, the marked 

absence of central aspects of the True Scripture, an observation that somewhat 

weakens the claim that the True Scripture served as a source of inspiration for 

presentations of the deity. For instance, in the Hubei text, Numinous Officer Wang’s 

ritual companion Sa Shoujian is only mentioned in passing as the ninth figure, the 

Perfected of the Western River who Relieves Suffering (Xihe jiuku zhenren 

), in the litany of deities invited to take part in the ceremonial offering.213 

Testified to in numerous sources, the relationship between Wang and Sa plays a 

significant role in the martial deity’s hagiography, Daoist ritual contexts, and popular 

religion sources.214 More importantly, Sa’s relationship to Wang, along with 

invocations and spells for both, serves as the dominant focus of the True Scripture; 

thus, it is somewhat curious that he holds a trivial position in the Hubei ritual. On the 

other hand, allusions to Sa permeate the Jiangxi text.215 What are we to make of this 

absence and disparity in the Hubei text? The Daoist priest would have the liberty to 

choose the preferred elements or characteristics in the ritual discourse he wanted to 

highlight. Stylistic considerations might also limit choices; within the constraints of 

the chosen form, meter, line length, etc., the priest might be restricted in the elements 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
213 L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 190. 
214 Besides the texts of the Daofa huiyuan cited above, other Daoist sources include DZ 1220, 

1.5a; DZ 297, 4.1a-3a; and DZ 1476, 2.24a-26a. As for popular religion, see Sanjiao yuanliu shengdi 
fozu soushen daquan: Sa zhenren : , in Zhongguo minjian xinyang 
ziliao huibian , vol. 3, ed. Wang Qiugui  and Lee Feng-mao , 
(Taipei: Xuesheng Shuju, 1989), 83-85. In the same collection and volume, see “Wang Yuanshuai 

,” 173-175. For other selections, see especially volumes 2-6, 19, 21 of Zhongguo minjian xinyang 
ziliao huibian , ed. Wang Qiugui  and Lee Feng-mao  (Taipei: 
Xuesheng , 1989). The duo also appears in popular literature. See Deng Zhimo , “Zhouzao 
ji” , in Mingdai Xiaoshuo Jikan , ed. Hou Zhongyi  (Chengdu: Bashu 
shuse  1993). 

215 For examples, see L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 209, 215, and 218. 
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that could be readily adapted to the ritual at hand. The fact that the Hubei liturgy 

eschews certain attributes of Wang recorded in the True Scripture, or that the Jiangxi 

liturgy draws upon imagery of texts in the Daofa huiyuan, does not overturn the 

evidence of the influence of the True Scripture on these two ritual texts.  

As I have attempted to lay out here, a chief scriptural precedent for both ritual 

manuals, but not the exclusive source, was the True Scripture. I would suggest, 

although a definitive conclusion would require a broader survey of Numinous Officer 

Wang liturgical texts of the period and region, that one of the primary means of 

dissemination regarding prevalent notions of Wang at this time (late imperial or early 

Republican) was the True Scripture. The scope of the scripture’s influence certainly 

reaches to parts of Jiangxi and Hubei, yet whether it extends beyond these boundaries 

is uncertain. Further research into rituals pertaining to Numinous Officer Wang would 

certainly yield a more lucid picture of the circumstances and impact of the True 

Scripture on liturgies and perceptions of the deity.   

Ritual Forms 

 As mentioned in the previous chapter, Chang Chaoran has addressed in great 

detail the ritual structure and elements of jiao remarkably similar to the Lingguan 

jiaoke. His work is easily the most helpful in attempting to understand these same 

aspects of Wang’s jiao liturgies; therefore, I rely heavily on his work in this portion of 

my thesis in order to explore the rituals’ structure and essential constituents. From 

there, we might then be able to determine what elements represent more localized 

forms of Daoist ritual.   

Let us first address the Hubei ritual. According to Shu-wei Hsieh , in a 

short commentary preceding the text in the Daofa haihan, the Hubei jiao follows a 

distinct process. First, the priest announces an ode of praise  (xiangshui wenzan song
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) followed by the juzhi , a pronouncement of the priest’s ritual status 

(fawei ) that indicates the rites and methods that he has obtained from his 

teachers and is therefore qualified to perform. The subsequent segment encompasses 

the invocation (qiqing ) to the necessary deities, followed by the pronunciation of 

the writ (xuanwen ). Three offerings (sanxian ) presented to Wang serve as 

the centerpiece of the ritual. The priest reads aloud concluding requests (jieyuan ) 

and the issue of notification (faguan ). In the following portion, these documents 

are burned in order to dispatch them to the heavens (songfen ). Finally, the altar 

is closed (huitan ) before the priest recites a statement of refuge ( ).216 I 

concur with Hsieh’s assessment of the structure of the ritual, but we might also 

consider slight revisions when read in concert with Chang’s research on similar Hubei 

rituals.  

Chang surveys two sets of ritual texts from two different priests and altars, but 

both sets originate in Macheng, Hubei; the first consists of eight texts from Qian 

Anshi  from 1953, while the second set, only two texts, was composed by Xi 

Yuanshi  (date unknown).217 Although the jiao texts exhibit various 

discrepancies, they are remarkably similar in their composition and structural 

elements. Chang marks three divisions in the Macheng jiao texts: 1) preparatory 

segment; 2) formal segment; and 3) closing segment.218 The components of each 

segment, which he meticulously discusses, are most pertinent to analyzing the 

contents of both Lingguan jiaoke liturgies.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
216 Daofa haihan, Zhushen jiaoke shang, 188.  
217 Chang, forthcoming, 70.  
218 Ibid, 77.  
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The preparatory segment, Chang explains, may consist of the yanjie , 

sanhua ci , shuixiang wen , and weiling zhou . The yanjie, only 

seen in Qian Anshi’s jiao texts in Macheng, is comprised of eight lines of seven 

characters and marks the opening of the jiao. The sanhua ci appears to be more 

widely used, as both sets of Hubei texts in Chang’s study display this characteristic 

feature, two lines of seven characters introducing prominent features of the offering’s 

beneficiary. While they do not display an identical structure, both Lingguan jiaoke 

texts exhibit similarities in the preparatory segment. Like Xi Yuanshi’s Macheng texts, 

both eschew the yanjie portion and begin the ritual with the sanhua ci. Moreover, 

Chang, having surveyed a number of jiao texts, finds that the contents of the yanjie 

and sanhua ci often utilize traditional elements of the deity’s hagiography,219 an 

aspect that both Lingguan jiaoke texts accord with. For example, the Hubei liturgy 

records two lines for the sanhua ci, both excerpted from the “Spell for the Invocation 

of the Numinous Officer” (Lingguan qiqing zhou ), a part of True 

Scripture and the “Zaotan gongke jing” of the Essentials of the Daoist Canon 

(Daozang jiyao ).220 The lines are followed by ellipses, perhaps indicating 

that the entire spell is pronounced to begin the ritual; however, the two lines recorded 

in the jiao do not begin the spell as it is indicated in the True Scripture, thus making it 

difficult to gauge how much or which parts of the spell are meant to be delivered. The 

Jiangxi sanhua ci, although slightly different, is an ostensibly modified form of the 

Lingguan qiqing zhou: “[Wang Lingguan], astride the flaming wheel, tours the world. 

[He] grasps a golden whip, subduing the mountains and waters” (zuta huolun xun 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
219 Ibid, 79.  
220 DZJY 263.1, 15a-b. The Taishang xuanmen zaotan gongke jing  

records the title of the spell as  “Divine Spell of Numinous Officer Wang” (Wang lingguan shenzhou 
).  
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shijie, shouzhi jinbian zhen shansi ).221 The 

Jiangxi author, in order to create the sanhua ci, appears to have taken a line from the 

Lingguan qiging zhou found in the True Scripture—“He grasps a golden whip and 

tours the world” (shouzhi jinbian xun shijie )222—divided it into two, 

and embellished the lines. These small discrepancies notwithstanding, it is clear that 

the authors of the two Lingguan jiaoke texts followed the same practice as Chang 

notes in his work on Hubei jiao—they employed already existing literary or textual 

materials to construct a suitable opening for the jiao, in these cases the sanhua ci.  

Returning to Hseih’s précis of the Hubei liturgy, we see that neither the yanjie 

nor the sanhua ci are mentioned; therefore, we must add the opening segment—the 

sanhua ci—to the Hubei ritual structure. The xiangshui wen indicated in Chang’s 

collection of Macheng jiao texts was likely a ritual document detached from the 

primary ritual manual—it is the same for the Hubei and Jiangxi liturgies where we 

find no mention of the xiangshui wen contents.223 The Hubei jiao does remark, prior 

to the indication of the xiangshui wen, that the priest should “Confess before the 

primary lord” (zhujun qiangong ).224 This line accords with the intent of 

expressing one’s sincere thanks, indicated by the xiang portion, but does not suggest 

the secondary aim of purifying the altar as the shui portion symbolizes.225  

 The weiling zhou , a feature of jiao frequently recorded in texts after 

the Tang and Song dynasties,226 follows the sanhua ci in both Lingguan jiaoke 

selections. The segment was primarily employed to summon the deities of the five 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
221 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 209.  
222 DZ, 1443, 10b.  
223 Chang, forthcoming, 79-80.  
224 L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 189.  
225 Chang, forthcoming, 80.  
226 Ibid.  
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directions, so that the altar would be protected from malevolent spirits and forces.227 

Just as Chang has found with Macheng texts,228 the two Wang pieces maintain the 

four-character verse format, but differ in length—the Hubei text is fifteen lines of four 

characters, while the Jiangxi text is seventeen lines of four characters. In addition, 

unlike traditional forms of weiling zhou, they incorporate aspects of the deity to which 

the offering is granted, an aspect that certainly reflects the development of local forms 

of jiao. The weiling zhou serves as the last important division in the opening 

preparations of the jiao, leading into the next section, the invocation, that marks the 

formal initiation of the ritual.  

  The two Lingguan jiaoke display considerable discrepancies in the invocation 

to the requisite deities, with the Hubei ritual displaying a more complex version.  

Chang indicates three distinct purposes, or parts, encompassed in the invocation. The 

first involves a declaration of the priest’s ritual status, the second the recitation of 

deity titles intended to be present for the ritual, and the last a statement clarifying the 

reasons for hosting the ritual.229 In the Hubei liturgy, the priest first introduces the 

invocation by stating: “[I] prostrate on account of: That above the three heavens is 

majestic just as the sky! That among the six directions is vast as all existence!” (Fuyi: 

santian zhi shang, yan ruo dangkong, liuhe zhi zhong, yang hu ruzai : 

).230 Thereafter, he recites his ritual qualifications, 

as indicated by the two characters juzhi  in the text. The following two characters, 

yinling , mark the beginning of the list of deities, ostensibly encompassing 55 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
227 Zhou Xibo  , Du Guangting Daojiao yifan zhi yanjiu , Taipei, 

Xinwenfeng , 2003, 387-394. 
228 Chang, forthcoming, 80. 
229 Ibid.  
230 L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 190.  
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distinct deities or groups of them.231 However, when we examine closer the register of 

deities, we see that at least fourteen are Numinous Officers (lingguan ) that 

embody particular characteristics of Wang found within his associated texts.232 This 

leads me to believe that the author of the text has created an invocation celebrating 

Wang, the primary deity of the offering; that is, rather than simply recite the titles of 

deities to be summoned, the author embellishes the language centered on the 

beneficiary—this represents a unique local innovation of the Hubei jiao. In the same 

manner as Chang notes,233 the invocation follows the general pattern of first 

summoning the lofty gods of Daoism, (e.g. Santian sanbao shangdi  or 

Jiutian yingyuan leisheng puhua tianzun ), followed by the 

primary beneficiary and subordinate officers/generals, but does not include many 

local deities towards the end.234 On the other hand, the invocation does make mention 

of the Resonant Numinous Officer of Mount Mulan (Mulan shan yinggan lingguan 

),235 possibly a reference to a local deity as the jiao manual originates 

in this location; however, I read this as an additional praise directed towards Wang, 

who actively responds to the residents’ entreaties, and not as an additional deity. The 

local innovation within the Hubei text is the prolonged invocation in praise of Wang, 

as opposed to the inclusion of local deities.  

The Hubei invocation segment closes with a short comment on the efficacy 

and sincerity of the formal offerings that will take place thereafter: “There is sincerity 

in this jiao feast and all is mightily numinous. [We] fully trust in this genuine 

[presentation] of incense, as [we] widely gather and make offerings for the far-flung 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
231 Ibid., 190-193. 
232 Ibid., 192. 
233 Chang, forthcoming 81.  
234 L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 193.  
235 Ibid., 192.  
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[deities]…” (Jiaoyan yougan, yiqie weiling. Xiezhang zhenxiang, putong gongyang, 

xian …).236  There are several 

indications that these lines serve to close the invocation. For one, there is no break in 

the text from the last group of deities summoned. As for the content, the lines embody 

a simple, brief description of sincerity that references the assembly of deities now 

present, an appropriate closing for the invocation. Perhaps the strongest evidence can 

be found in additional jiao texts from Mulan, Hubei  , the origin of the 

Lingguan jiaoke. As we see in the “Jiao Liturgy for the Mysterious Bureau” (Xuanfu 

jiaoke ), the invocation closes with two simple characters followed by an 

ellipsis— jiaoyan …—the same characters that begin the ending phrase in the 

Lingguan jiaoke.237 Indeed, it would seem that the two passages are meant to be 

identical, and judging from the script, the texts stem from the same author. The elision 

of the entire passage in both texts would also suggest that this had become a stock 

phrase employed to close jiao invocations, at least within the repertoire of a section of 

Mulan Daoist priests. In addition, Chang also notes a similar stylistic convention in 

his survey of Macheng jiao materials—that is a series of phrases to close the 

invocation. 238 I do not mean to imply a kind of connection between the Hubei 

Lingguan jiaoke and Macheng jiao rituals, although it may be possible given their 

regional proximity. Instead, I only want to suggest that there is precedent in this 

convention to close the jiao invocation with a series of short phrases.  

 In contrast, the Jiangxi text exhibits a much-simplified version of the 

invocation. Celestial Lord Wang (Wang tianjun ) heads the invocation, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
236 Ibid.,193.  
237 L.4613 Xuanfu jiaoke , 64.  
238 Chang, forthcoming, 81.  
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followed by his ritual subordinates.239 Any mention of the highest Daoist deities is 

noticeably absent, and the exclusive focus centers on Wang. Insofar as we can take 

the text at face value, this jiao epitomizes the shift, emphasized by Chang in his work, 

to new forms of jiao ritual to accord with local residents’ demands for ritual service. 

Presuming that there are no other recitations to be included here, memorized or 

contained in an additional manual, it would appear that the lofty Daoist gods have 

been pushed aside to make way for those deities that resonate more powerfully with 

local residents. We might also consider the alternative possibility that this jiao is only 

a portion of a larger repertoire. For instance, it may serve as one of many smaller jiao 

dedicated to the officers and emissaries critical for the success of a preceding zhai, or, 

as Chang has suggested, a jiao for deities of the local temple outside the main altar, 

like certain jiao compiled within Lin Weifu’s Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu.240 If the 

latter two possibilities are indeed reminiscent of the Jiangxi text’s use, the exclusion 

of lofty Daoist gods would therefore be a logical choice. Nevertheless, the invocations 

in both Numinous Officer jiao texts display unique features that distinguish the local 

ritual traditions. Additional local aspects reveal themselves in later sections.    

 Following the invocation, both texts indicate three separate offerings, 

signifying a move into what Chang has termed the “formal segment” of the jiao. 241 

These segments begin, in a similar fashion as Chang’s source material, with a two 

character indication—fuwen  (Jiangxi) or chenwen  (Hubei)—and close with 

chuxian  (Hubei indicates jiuxiang chu ), erxian ,  and sanxian . 

The Jiangxi ritual adds an additional element to distinguish between portions of the 

sanxian. The text records the phrase “I prostrate and announce” (fuwen ) to open 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
239 See DZ 1220, 241.1b. 
240 For a discussion of these, see Chang, forthcoming, 65-67.  
241 Chang, forthcoming, 77.  
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the sanxian portion, but sets off a part, prior to the offering, with the phrase “I 

prostrate and beseech” fuyuan . Each of the three offerings in the Jiangxi text is 

preceded by fuyuan and a short section of roughly ten lines.242 There is a fundamental 

difference between the connotations of each line, one bolstered by the content that 

follows. Fuwen marks those sections teeming with estimable virtues of Wang, 

pronounced in order to please the deity, but also to be made known to the ritual’s 

observers. Wang’s attributes are to be celebrated and shared with the world, in not 

only textual form, but also in a ritual setting. In the second offering, for example, the 

text remarks:  

[You] demonstrate [your] divine prescience in this world by serving as the 
primary general of ritual methods. Possessed of ruddy beard, discerning eyes, 
and utter devotion, [you] demarcate virtuous and evil with neither partiality 
nor inclination. [You] bring forth the auspicious with neither selfishness nor 
distortion. 

 

243 
 
In contrast, fuyuan connotes a humble and deferential approach to a superior; 

therefore it comes as no surprise that formal requests follow such a pronouncement:     

[I] prostrate and beseech: [may you] take note of the causes, [helps us] accrue 
virtue, and grant [us] descendants so [we may] flourish and prosper. [May you] 
protect the nation, bring order to the state, and safeguard the populace so that 
peace is manifested.  

 
 244 

 

Both examples cited here are representative of additional sections following the two 

phrases. 

The two Lingguan jiaoke pieces, differentiated by this feature of the Jiangxi 

liturgy, still share other elements in the offering segments. Neither text indicates 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

242 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 212.  
243 Ibid., 214-215. 
244 Ibid., 216. 
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specific closing phrases to the offerings as Chang notes of the Macheng jiao 

materials,245 yet they do both utilize elements of Wang’s hagiography and related 

texts.246 The passages preceding the official offering are also interspersed with 

phrases of sincerity so that the ritual might prompt a favorable response. All of the 

offering sections in the Hubei jiao vary in length and are significantly longer than 

those in the Jiangxi text, providing another example of the Jiangxi work’s simplicity 

in comparison.  

Interestingly, both pieces follow a similar pattern of increasing the number of 

lines from the first to second and second to third offerings. Whether or not this is a 

stylistic norm for other jiao of this period remains to be seen, but a likely reason for 

this tendency appears to conflict with the Macheng materials that Chang has so 

assiduously studied. Chang indicates that the Macheng materials reserve the 

pronunciation of the memorial (xuanbiao ), a document that encapsulates the 

requests on behalf of the community, for after the three offering segments.247 For both 

Lingguan jiaoke, I believe the memorial is recited prior to the third offering due to the 

presence of an interpolation—funian  and an additional graph ( )—in the midst 

of the segment. Both texts utilize this standard,248 a feature that differentiates them 

from the Macheng liturgies and other jiao materials within the Daofa haihan. Due to 

the limited number of jiao texts I have been able to survey, I do not want to ascribe 

too much weight to this facet of Wang’s jiao, ostensibly a form of local ritual 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
245 Chang, forthcoming, 82. He refers to the fact that a number of the Macheng jiao texts 

utilize a part of the sanhua ci to close the section that encompasses the three sections.   
246 See chapter one above for a discussion of these elements in the Jiangxi text. Before the 

second offering in the Hubei text we find multiple references to Wang’s stories within the lengthy 
panegyric. See also L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 196-198.  

247 Chang, forthcoming, 83. See also Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual, 149-167. 
248 L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 199; and L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 215. See also L.4613 Xuanfu 

jiaoke , 74. This jiao liturgy contains the same interpolation. This text, also from Mulan, 
Hubei likely originates from the same author as that of the Hubei Lingguan jiaoke. As an additional 
example, see also L.0224-1 Zhenzhu Taizi shejiaoke , 148.  
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innovation. However, at the very least, the feature—reciting the memorial in the midst 

of the third offering—is found in a comparatively small number of texts within the 

Daofa haihan; that is, the majority of jiao texts reserve the recitation of the memorial 

for a distinct section subsequent to the third and final offering, marked clearly with 

two characters.249 Nevertheless, the limits of the Daofa haihan could belie more 

widespread use of this convention.250 The fact that both Lingguan jiaoke texts 

incorporate this facet into the body of the text, as opposed to transcribing and reciting 

an additional document, speaks to two related tendencies: first, Wang’s jiao liturgies 

represent, in some regards, condensed versions of jiao rituals; and second, as a 

consequence of the first, they demonstrate local innovations in how the authors 

choose to abbreviate the ritual. As I have noted above, I would suggest that this 

feature does represent a local innovation in the jiao ritual structure, yet this proposal 

certainly comes with a bit of reservation that will only be attenuated with further 

research.  

 Following the presentations, the Hubei liturgy includes additional formal ritual 

procedures. First, twelve concluding requests (jieyuan ) are recorded that range 

from the present time (“Fifth, we wish that the altar arena may be resonant” [Wu yuan 

tanchang ganying ]) to the universal (“Twelfth, we wish that universal 

deliverance may be boundless [Shi’er yuan pudu wubian ]). So that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
249 See for example, L. 0241-4 Laojun jiaoke , 19; or Xuannü jiaoke L.4601-3

, 101. Other jiao indicate the recitation of the memorial with the characters xuanzi . See 
L.4595-4 Shiwang jiaoke , 254; L.0128-5 Zhengyi Taisui jiaoke , 265. See 
also L.0008 Jiuhuang heshou , 328. This text marks the segment with the characters nianbiao 

. For other variations, see L.0222-2 Wusheng jiaoke , 28 (songbiao ); L. 0241-1 
Qingwei Guandi jiaoke , 66 (xuanbiao ); L.0241-5 Yangsi jiaoke , 132  
(xuanbiao ); L.0222-3 Canmu jiaoke , 209 (xuanwen ); L.0241-2 Yaowang jiaoke 

 251, (xuanbiao ); and L.4662-3 Zhengyi Luozu jiaoke , 302 (xuanzi 
). 

250 See Lee Feng-mao , “Zhushen jiaoke shoulu shuoming” , in 
Daofa haihan , ed. Lee Feng-mao , Zhushen jiaoke zhong  (Taipei: 
Xinwenfeng chuban gongsi, 2014), 1-3. 
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the merits of the ritual extend to all, attention is given to both living and dead: “Ninth, 

we wish that the living and dead will receive favor”(Jiu yuan cunwang menghui 

).251 These concluding requests elaborate on and succinctly clarify other 

hopes expressed within what I believe to be the memorial, which directly precedes the 

jieyuan segment. Following, the Hubei text indicates that three additional procedures 

take place: the issuance of an announcement (faguan ,252 the burning of 

documents to be dispatched to the heavens (songfen , and the closing of the altar 

(huitan . The priest concludes the ritual by stating: “With a sincere heart, [I] 

take refuge and prostrate in homage” (zhixin guiming li ).253 The Jiangxi 

liturgy ends abruptly after the third offering by simply citing the same line as the 

Hubei text.254 Once again, here we find concrete evidence of a much-simplified jiao, 

at least from what can be gleaned from the text itself. The formal ritual comes to a 

close, but both texts includes supplementary passages that I address below.   

 The Lingguan jiao texts append additional pieces to the central jiao liturgy. 

The Jiangxi text affixes the “Precious Mandate for Numinous Officer Wang” (Wang 

lingguan baogao ), a fitting inclusion for the subject of the ritual; 

however, no indication is given where the selection is meant to be recited within the 

ritual. The character gao  does carry the meaning of mandate or directive, 

especially from an imperial office, or the document associated with such action.255 

Thus, it might be suggested that this piece functions as a means to summon Wang. On 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
251 L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 201-202. See also Chang, forthcoming, 83.  
252 See Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual, 65-67. According to Lagerwey’s study of Daoist jiao in 

Tainan, Taiwan, this document records all the additional documents used over the course of the ritual 
that are to be set alight and thereby dispatched to heaven. The fact that songfen  is indicated 
thereafter would suggest a similar function.     

253 L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 202. 
254 L.0113-6 Lingguan jiaoke, 217. 
255 See Dai kan-wa jiten , vol. 10, ed. Morohashi Tetsuji  (Tokyo 

Taishūkan shoten, 1955-1960), 481. 
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the other hand, it is certainly conceivable to imagine the piece being read 

straightaway at the conclusion of the ritual, a likely possibility given its record in the 

True Scripture, where it serves as a statement of faith and conviction in the Wang.256 

This feature is demonstrated by the selection being prefaced with the phrase “With 

sincere heart, I take refuge” (zhixin guiming ). I would surmise that, due to 

the nature of the passage as evidenced in other Daoist canonical pieces, it may be 

used to close the ritual. Indeed, the appearance of the line immediately preceding it 

(zhixin guiming ), similar to that in the True Scripture, would present an apt 

segue into its recitation.   

The Hubei text appends four separate selections—the “Spell for the Invocation 

of the Numinous Officer” (Lingguan qiqing zhou ), the “Mandate for 

Marshal Ma” (Ma shuai gao ), the “Mandate for the Profound Altar” (Xuantan 

gao ), and the “Mandate for the Fire that Penetrates” (Huoxi gao ).257 

The first bears no indication of its title, recording only the script, but as I have noted 

previously, it is drawn from the either the True Scripture or the Taishang xuanmen 

zaotan gongke jing .258 The third is dedicated to Prime Marshal 

Zhao (Zhao yuanshuai ) and the fourth to Prime Marshal Zhu (Zhu yuanshuai 

). Similar to the “Precious Mandate for Numinous Officer Wang,” the excerpts 

discourse on the merits of the fierce marshal deities, but are undoubtedly used instead 

to summon the deities. The latter three are prefaced with the two characters yangqi 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
256 DZ 1443, 9b. This is further evidenced by the passage’s inclusion in other devotional texts.  
257 L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 202-206. 
258 See DZ 1443, 10b-11a. DZJY 263.1, 15a-b. The Taishang xuanmen zaotan gongke jing 

 records the title of the spell as  “Divine Spell of Numinous Officer Wang” (Wang 
lingguan shenzhou ).  
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 (“I face upward to the unveiling…”),which would indicate their function. 259 But 

the strongest evidence for their use in summoning the deities would be the equivalent 

phrases used to conclude all four appended passages: “Today, I declare this invitation 

in hope of [your] arrival. May the great gifts of [your] thunderous might increase [our] 

shelter and protection” (Wo jin qiqing wang lailin, daci leiwei jia yonghu 

).260 More perplexing, however, is their place in the ritual. It 

is conceivable that the “Spell for the Invocation of the Numinous Officer” is recited at 

the outset of the ritual, where it serves as the sanhua ci segment. Indeed, the sanhua ci 

utilizes two lines from the spell, but lines drawn not from the beginning but from the 

middle of the spell; therefore I would hesitant to prescribe to such a conclusion. The 

situation of the latter three appended pieces, dedicated to prime marshals, is equally, 

if not more puzzling. Prime Marshals Ma, Zhao, and Zhu are summoned during the 

invocation, but occupy a secondary position to more exalted deities.261 It would be 

hard to imagine the priest pausing in the midst of a long invocation to recite a lengthy 

passage, particularly devoted to deities of secondary status. At this point, without 

further interpretive materials, be they textual or ethnographic, the use of these 

passages must be left to conjecture.  

When we look at the two Lingguan jiaoke in concert with Chang’s work on 

Macheng jiao, we find many parallels in terms of ritual structure and form, albeit in 

varying degrees. The analysis of two additional texts from varying locations (Jiangxi 

and Mulan, Hubei) confirms what Chang has suggested; namely; local Daoist priests 

utilize traditional jiao elements as the overarching framework for a ritual dedicated to 

a singular deity, but transform the content to accord with the beneficiary of the ritual. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
259 L.4614 Lingguan jiaoke, 204, 205, and 206.  
260 Ibid., 203, 205, and 206.  
261 Ibid., 190-191. 
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The adaptation of various elements of traditional jiao rituals demonstrates a clear 

continuity with classical Daoist ritual traditions. But it is far from a direct adaptation 

of jiao form—certain structural elements are shifted or transformed, thus 

substantiating the creative freedom that Daoist ritual specialists possess. The 

presentation of the memorial in the Wang’s Hubei liturgy is representative of this 

practice. Moreover, the local flavor in two Lingguan jiaoke resides in the manner in 

which the authors adopted Daoist sources and texts to fit their needs, weaving Wang’s 

hagiography and texts into a traditional jiao framework.   

Chapter Conclusion—Scriptural and Local Conventions 

In portraying Numinous Officer Wang within these two jiao rituals, there 

exists remarkably little that might be defined as ‘local.’ The application of portions of 

the True Scripture and the ubiquitous allusions to the text, at times citing elements 

verbatim, demonstrate the impact of scriptural source material in offerings pertaining 

to Wang. In regards to the Jiangxi liturgy, the text also assumes aspects of Numinous 

Officer rituals of the Daofa huiyuan. Both rituals are rife with Daoist canonical 

elements.  

Regarding the ritual forms, the similarities between the two Lingguan jiaoke 

are easily discernible. From the sanhua ci and weiling zhou to the three offerings, we 

find glimpses of shared traditional canonical jiao elements. However, the content and 

transposition of specific elements differentiate the two. Scriptural and local are 

melded to create similar, but not identical, manifestations of jiao ritual. Each text 

exhibits aspects that might be termed local transformations of jiao structure.   

In attending to liturgical manuscripts in this new collection, the Daofa haihan 

, we must do away with the assumptions of ‘local’ and ‘scriptural’ cited in 

the introduction to this chapter—each ritual text might exhibit a unique play between 
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the local and scriptural. The ways each ritual utilizes scriptural or canonical sources 

reveals the various modes by which Daoist ideas were disseminated in late imperial 

China. As scholars continue to delve into the Daofa haihan, the intricacies of each 

locale will continue to expand our knowledge of the fascinating relationship between 

‘local’ and ‘scriptural.’ 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The discussion has ranged from the requisite literature concerning jiao rituals, 

largely centered on contemporary ceremonies of Taiwan and southeastern China, to 

ritual texts of Jiangxi and Mulan, Hubei. The Jiangxi jiao text offers a fascinating 

picture of how canonized Thunder ritual texts were utilized to produce a local jiao. 

Similarly, the Hubei liturgy weaves Daoist scriptural source material into the creation 

of a local jiao. If this snapshot of local Daoist ritual is any indication, scholars and 

students of Daoism have much to glean from local Daoist materials. We must 

continue to consider the ritual forms of local practitioners across China in the late 

imperial period to augment our understanding of Daoist ritual.  

Research such as this into jiao texts and their ritual traditions certainly assists 

in expanding our notions of Daoist offering rituals. In the discussion of ritual forms, 

we see that the two Lingguan jiaoke accord with what Lagerwey has termed a 

“traditional system;” however jiao are not as he claims “virtually unchangeable.”262 

Indeed, “every temple community has its own traditions, its own program of rituals 

for an offering.”263 The local manifestations of jiao surveyed in this thesis 

demonstrate how local Daoist priests can and do alter elements of a jiao. Furthermore, 

these texts are excellent examples of Hyme’s alternative frameworks, both 

bureaucratic and individual or communal. Through an exploration of the texts, 

Hyme’s remarks bear upon the relationship between the central beneficiary of the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
262 Kristofer M. Schipper, "The Written Memorial in Taoist Ritual," in Religion and Ritual in 

Chinese Society (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1974), 320.  
263 Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and History, 63. 
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jiao, a deity championed by the local community, and the viewpoint of the Daoist 

author. His comments are worth citing again:    

 [F]rameworks may instead take the form of different combinations, different 
proportions, of the two models: a framework here is an overall plan or view of 
how a particular ritual should proceed, why, and for whom or for what. Such a 
plan when conceived or when applied will allot opportunity for expression in 
the ritual to one or the other, or to both, of the models of divinity [author 
emphasis].264  
 

The complexity of Hymes two models transpires within these jiao ritual texts. The 

Daoist author provides the bulk of the structural framework and content of the two 

Lingguan jiaoke texts, but the content is also driven by more popular stories of 

Numinous Officer Wang. Because of this relationship where Daoist ritual conventions 

predominate, we ought recall Dean’s assertion of a Daoist “liturgical framework.”265 

The two Lingguan jiaoke certainly demonstrate this “liturgical framework” in the 

structural elements and invocations.266 Undoubtedly, further study of jiao ritual texts 

in the Daofa haihan will continue to elaborate on the relationship between Daoist 

ritual practitioners and local deities, tradtions, and beliefs. 

 By comparing two texts dedicated to the same ritual and marshal attendant, I 

have presented a methodology to attend to these newly published ritual manuscripts. 

Scholars must not assume some correlation or gap between local and canonical 

ritual—comparing similar liturgical texts may be one avenue to attenuate some of the 

related methodological concerns; as I hope to have demonstrated in the last chapter, 

we may discern a great deal by juxtaposing texts and treating them first as unique 

forms—only then may we unravel the various elements of the text and their possible 

connections to canonical sources. The point is to treat them not as deviations from a 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
264 Hymes, Way and Byway, 251. 
265 Dean, Taoist Ritual and Popular Cults, 13-19 
266 For additional discussion on this point, see Chang, forthcoming, 76-84.   
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canonical norm, but instead as unique approximations of broad Daoist ritual forms 

that may embody their own distinctive facets. 

In this thesis, I have limited the discussion primarily to two jiao texts and 

related sources, notably Daoist works, but also a few popular religion sources 

concerning Numinous Officer Wang. Moving forward it will be imperative to broaden 

the scope of this research to include alternative perspectives of the jiao—not just 

Daoist sources. Perhaps literati jottings (biji ) or tales of the strange (zhiguai 

xiaoshuo ) may yield fascinating pictures of Daoist ritual in late imperial 

China. Utilizing sources of this nature may fashion a study of Daoist ritual in the 

mold of Edward Davis’s work, Society and the Supernatural in Song China, which 

relies on Hong Mai’s Records of the Listener to formulate a picture of Daoist and 

local ritual specialists of the song period. Rania Huntington remarks, “In recent 

scholarship, there have been both studies that use religion to understand zhiguai and 

those that use zhiguai to understand religion”267—my continued research on jiao 

rituals might fall into the latter category. Assuredly, local gazetteers and temple 

inscriptions would serve a pivotal role in elucidating more details of this essential 

communal ritual. Paul Katz offers pertinent advice for my continued work and 

scholars in general: 

For scholars studying Chinese religions, the persistence of such diversity 
indicates that the identification and study of unified or consistent 
interpretations of various beliefs and rituals merely constitutes the first step of 
any research effort and needs to be followed by rigorous analysis of the actual 
prevalence of such discourse among the general populace.268  
 

From the materials surveyed above, I would argue that there was a “unified or 

consistent interpretation” of Numinous Officer Wang, and quite possibly, the small-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
267 Rania Huntington, Alien Kind: Foxes and Late Imperial Chinese Narrative (Boston: 

Harvard University Asia Center, 2004), 127. 
268 Paul Katz, Images of the Immortal, 196. 
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scale jiao composed of three individual offerings. In the words of Katz, how extensive 

and prevalent that discourse actually will only be revealed with further study; thus, 

this thesis points to fruitful research avenues. It represents the first step in a longer 

research project.    

From this brief discussion, limited as it is, we see that the ritual manuscripts of 

the Daofa haihan have much to offer for future research. I conclude that it is only by 

means of continued studies such as this that we might broaden our understanding of 

Daoist ritual in late Imperial China, thus demonstrating the perpetual vitality and 

innovation that took place in local Daoist ritual and practice during the time period. 
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DZ 16 Jiutian yingyuan leisheng puhua tianzun yushu baojing

, Zhengtong Daozang  
DZ 99 Jiutian yingyuan leisheng puhua tianzun yushu baojing jizhu

. 
DZ 103 Yuqing wuji zongzhen wenchang dadong xianjing 

  
DZ 196 Leiting yushu youzui fachan  
DZ 219 Lingbao wuliang duren shangjing dafa  
DZ 297 Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian  
DZ 466 Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu  
DZ 544 Taishang cibei jiuyou bazui chan  
DZ 654 Taishang dongshen tiangong xiaomo huguo jing  
DZ 1032 Yunji qiqian  
DZ 1220 Daofa huiyuan  
DZ 1443 Taishang yuanyang shangdi wushi tianzun shuo huojun wang lingguan 
zhenjing  
DZ 1476 Soushen ji   
 
Texts in the Corpus of Daoist Ritual (Daofa huiyuan )  
 
1 Qingwei daofa shuniu  
67 Leiting xuanlun  
77 Leiting miaoqi  
84 Leiting chuahuo zhang shizhe mifa  
85 Leiting feijie shizhe dafa yiqi shizhe dafa  
198 Shenxiao jinhuo tianding zougao liandu dafa  
220 Shenxiao qianwen songchuan yi  
233 Zhengyi xuantan zhao yuanshuai mifa  
241 Leiting sanwu huoju lingguan wang yuanshuai mifa 

  
242 Huoluo lingguan mifa    
243 Nanji huo lingguan wang yuanshuai mifa  
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